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VOL. XV No. 39_ 
"The South's Independent Weekly"
Merchants Who Advertise In The TRI-STATE DEFENDER Are Telling You
They Appreciate Doing Business With You. Patronize Them
PRIZE WINNERS.. . Sylvester Sarton and Marilyn Carter
are shown receiving their prizes for creating the most orig.
inal "Clement for Senator" hat at the dance. Judges were
Miss Mese Yvonne Brooks, Mrs. Charles H. Tarpley, pre-
senting prize and William Parker.
Westbrooks Promoted
At Electric Company
Alphonso Westbrooks, son ofincludes Chicago's
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. WestbrookOoop area.
of 1045 Latham st.. has been In his new position, Mr.
named district superintendent
of Commonwealth Edison com-
pany's central division, which
A. R. WESTBROOKS
downtown
Westbrooks will conduct com-
pany-customer relations activ-
ities for the Chicagc based
electric utility company. He
will also act as coordinator be-
tween Edison and com-
munity organizations in the di-
vision which extends across the
central section of Chicago ser-
ving over . ')I3,000 customers.
A 1952 honor graduate of
Booker T. Washington High
school, he attended Talladega
colter in Alabama and receiv-
ed his bachelor of journalism
degree at Lincoln university at
Jefferson City, Mo., and a mas-
ter of arts from the University
of Chicago.
As a public information of-
ficer, Mr. Westbrooks served
with the U .9. Army in France
for two years.
He joined Edison in 1961 and
has since served in various in-
dustrial relations, power sales,
sales promotion and publicity
departments.
Ray Blanton Speaks
To 1,500 At Rally
Ray Blanton, candidate for Observers called the rally the
Congress from the Seventh
District, called on all voters
to "vote your own mind,
with selfish interests to insult
and don't allow political bosses
your intelligence and dictate
your thinking."
Speaking at a rally of some
1500 people at Oscar Simpson's
picnic grounds in Whitehaven,
Blanton Said:
"Throughout this campaign
I've heard complaints from
voters that various groups with
special interests are trying to
control bloc votes. I ask you
not to give your vote to any
boss or group. Don't give any-
one a blank check to vote you
as they see fit. You are not. a
Puppet.
"You are capable of under-
standing the issues and cast-
ing your own ballot. And I
hope it will be for Ray Blanton.
"And when you elect me
there will be no political boss
or middleman you'll have to
see to get to me. I'll be avail-
able to you personally at all
times."
Blanton's speech was inter-
rupted by applause 14 times.
largest and most enthusiastic
in Whitehaven's political his-
tory.
The candidate noted that
Jack McNeil, one of his oppo-
nents had printed up two bro-
chures, one for Negroes and one
for whites, "to serve speical
interests." Another opponent,
Henry Sutton. he said, "has
made conflicting promises to
various interest groups- prom-
ises he can't possibly keep.
"Of all the candidates in this
race, I honestly believe that I
am the only one who is quali-
fied to give you the kind of rep-
resentation you deserve."
Blanton is a farmer and busi-
nessman f rom Adamsville,
Tenn. He is a Stale Legislator
and led the fight for abolition
of capital punishment and for
the establishment of a mini-
mum wage in Tennessee.
He has a wife and three chil-
dren, and is chairman of the
board of his Adamsville Meth-
odist Church.
The Tri-State Defender has
endorsed his candidacy, and
asked readers to unite behind
Blanton for Congress in Thurs-
day's democratic primary.





Teenager Accused In Fisk Murder
Heart Attack Fatal
To John D. Williams
John D. Williams, veteran
postal worker and operator of
a concession stand at the Belle-
vue Park, suffered an apparent
heart attack about 10 p.m. on
Sunday night and was pronounc-
ed dead on arrival at John Gas-
ton hospital.
Mr. Williams, who lived at
1947 Quinn ave., was working
at the park at the time he suf-
fered the attack.
A long time postal worker, he
was with those who helped to
organize Little League baseball
teams in Memphis. Mr. Wil-
liams was active in the Man-
assas High School Alumni Asso-
ciation.
He attended LeMoyne college
and was a member of Alpha
Phi Alpha fraternity. Mr. Wil-
Continued on page 2
Friend Kills Brothers
In Grudge Knifing Fit
The three of them were which they had been acting to-
friends.., the two brothers and
their slayer. They were to-
gether Friday at 511 N. Fifth Everyone present tried to as-
Street. Then an argument
broke out for no apparent rea-
son. Thre a t s were made.
Knives were drawn. Ina
matter of minutes two youths
lay dead. A third brother of
the two slain men called police
and an ambulance.
That is the rough outline of
the grim story surrounding the
deaths of Kara Agnew, 19 and
Ervin Agnew. 23, of 486 N.
Fifth Street. They lived with
their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
James Daniel Agnew, and their
other three brothers and four





who was on the
they were killed
and who gave the details of
I what happened. Clarence, said
there was no immediate cause
for a fight. The man who did
the knifing, James Thomas
Claybrook, 23, of 476 N.
Fifth, a next-door neighbor of
the slain youths, suddenly an-
nounced that he was going to
kill the younger of the Agnew
brothers. lie allegedly said he
was tired of the manner in
ward his sister who was pre-
sent.
sure hiip.ihat nothing wrong
was happening. He persisted in
arguing and pulled a knife. He
told Kara that he was going to
kill him. Kara challenged him
by picking up a plank in the
yard of the Fifth Street address
where they were assembled.
Others present tried to per-
suade them not to fight. Kara
struck Claybrook with the
plank. Claybrook fell, but came
up with a knife thrust which
entered Kara's heart. Kara
fell. His brother, Ervin started
to his rescue. Claybrook stab.
bed him with the six-inch
blade.
Ervin staggered a few feet
and collapsed. Clarence, the
youngest brother, said he ran
from the scene when he was
threatened.
He called the police and an
ambulance. The brothers were
pronounced dead on arrival at
the hospital.
Their deaths added to the
rash of violence which has de-
veloped during the prolonged
season of severely hot weather
Memphis has been enduring,
during July.
VICTIMS AND SLAVER — James Thomas
aaybrook. 23, right, is shown in a friendlier
mood with the two brothers he killed In
a fit of anger last week. The brothers are
LAST EMBRACE — This was the last time U.S. Marine
Staff Sergeant John H. McRee, 26, of Memphis, was to em-
brace his two small children, Elizabeth, 3, and John, Jr.
.2. The picture was taken while the Sergeant and his wife,
Mrs. Yvonne McRee, were together with their two children
at Marine Camp LeJenne, in South Carolina. He was killed
last week in Viet Nam. The last time he saw his family was
Christmas of this year.
Marine Father Of Two
Is Latest Casualty
With a note of pride in her
voice, tinged with sorrowful hu-
mility, the young widow said,
"Please pardon the expression,
but he was a damn good Ma-
rine.
The young woman, made a
widow of less than a week, was
Mrs. Yvonne Duckett McRee,
whose husband, U. S. Marine
Staff Sergeant John H. McRee,
26, was killed last week in com-
bat action near Chu Lai, about
40 miles south of Da Nang. His
death was said to have been
caused by "multiple shrapnel
Kars Agnew, 19, left, and Erwin Agnew,
renter, 23, sons of Mr. and Airs. Jim IL
Agnew of 486 Firth it.
wounds from an unknown ex-
plosive device, while on opera-
tions against hostile forces". He
was with the Seventh Marine
Regiment, First Marine Divi-
sion.
Sergeant McRee had been
promoted to staff sergeant with-
in the past month. He had also
received the Navy Commenda-
tion Medal with V for Valor for
his performance during combat
April 21.
He received the decoration
for his action as platoon guide
during a battle near a Vietnam-
ese hamlet. Sergeant McRee
was the thirty-third Shelby Coun-
tian to die as a result of enemy
action in Viet Nam.
The Marine was born here
and attended Manassas High
school. He joined the Marine
Corps nine years ago. He had
been in Viet Nam since Febru-
ary. He was last at home Christ-
mas of this year. Mrs. McRee
said her husband had written
about twice a week and had
never shown any concern or
fear. His last letter arrived last
Wednesday.
He was the brother of Frank-
lin McRee, who is a rookie
tackle with the Chicago Bears.
The Bears are slated to play
in the Memphis Stadium, Satur-
day, August 6. Sergeant Mc-
Ree's body is expected to ar-
rive in Memphis virtually on
the same date.
The sergeant lea v es two
children, Elizabeth McRee,
three, and John H. McRee, Jr.
pvo, who live with their mother
at 688 Boston Ave., in Orange
Mound.
Also surviving are his father,
Willie Sam McRee of 533 Bal-
timore; three sisters, Miss
Lois Jean McKee, Mrs. Joyce
Ann Anderson, and Miss Car-
olyn McRee, all of the Balti-
more address, and his brother,
Franklin.
Orange Mound Funeral Home
has charge. The body is expect-




The body of a 31-year-old Ba-
ton Rouge, La., high school
teacher who was raped and
stabbed to death in the chem-
istry building on the campus of
Fisk university in Nashville was
sent home for burial last week,
and Metro Police Lt. W. A. Mc-
Daniel said a 16-year-old Neigh-
borhood Youth Corps worker
has confessed to the crime.
The victim was Miss Delbres
E. Scott, a high school teacher
attending an eight-week sum-
mer science institute there.
Police said that Willie Clark,
Jr., who had been arrested in
connection with another crime
the day following the murder
admitted on Thursday, July 28,
that he had killed the teacher.
"He made an oral confession
in the presence of his father,"
Lt. McDaniel said. "We had
charged him with offenses that
had taken place in other parts
of the city, which were similar
to the one that had occurred at
Fisk."
Miss Scott's partially clad
body was found in a pool of
blood in the hallway of the
chemistry building. She bad
been stabbed nine times. It was
believed that she had been stu-
dying in the building at the
time of the attack.
Dr. P. E. Simpkins, medical
examiner for the city of Nash-
ville, said the victim had put
up a "tremendous struggle"
with her attacker. What appear-
ed to be flesh and hair were
found underneath her finger-
nails.
The attack took place behind
an instructor's desk in a base-
ment classroom, where a red
skirt an other blood soaked ar-
ticles of clothing were found.
The victim had then crawled
some 40 feet, including up 12
stairs seeking aid before she
died.
Her body, clad in a blouse
and a garter belt, was discov-
ered by John Rivers, an Eng-
Continued on page 2
Young Mother Of Three
Is Stabbed 30 Times
A young mother of three
small children, who was stab-
bed to death last Thursday in
the White Station community
by her husband, was buried on
Wednesday following a night
funeral in Collierville.
The victim was Mrs. Gloria
Dean Wesley 23, of 855 May-
wood. Held and charged with
murder was her husband, Char-
lie Lee Wesley, who was also
23.
According to witnesses, Mrs.
Wesley was visiting in t h e
home of her mother and father,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Calloway
at 766 Winnow, when her hus-
band came to the home and
asked if his father-in-law was
home.
When he was told that he
was not, he pulled a knife
from his pocket andbegan
stabbing Mrs. Wesley, while her
mother attempted to save her,
and the couple's three small
children, ages four, three, and
18 months looked on in horror.
While attempting to assist
her daughter, Mrs. Calloway
was severely slashed on the in-
dex finger of her left hand.
A relative of the family said
that some 30 stab wounds were
found on the victim's body.
Final rites were held on
Thursday night at the St. Mark
Baptist church at Collierville
with Rev. H. P. Sandridge de-
livering the eulogy.
Jett Funeral Home was in
charge of final arrangements.
Three Good Men Better Than One
(An Editorial)
Many Memphis citizens, both
Negro and white, who have
been active in building the
healthy race relations which ex-
ist in Memphis, are deeply
tempted by some Memphians to
encourage single-shot voting in
the District Two race for the
County Court.
We are as determined to see
gmod Aegro representation on
the County Court, and we think
Jesse HlTurner (the man sing-
led out for the single-shot vote(
will serve all Memphians and
Shelby Countians well.
But there are two other men
in this race who are as well
qualified as Mr. Turner, and to
fail to support them for the
other two positions would be an
unwarranted insult to them as
well as a threat to the racial
climate of this community.
These men are Eamund Or-
gill and Ernest C. Withers.
Mr. Orgill has proved his con-
cern for the Negro citizens of
Memphis over many years. He
contributed much to Memphis
during the transition with his
straight forwardness. He is cer-
tainly the most experienced
man in the race, having served
as Mayor, and on the Boards
of the Memphis Transit Author-
ity and the Light, Gas and Wat-
er Division.
The other candidate, Mr.
Withers, also has proven him-
self to be a man of character
and ability. He is a former po-
lice officer and is now a
successful commercial photog-
rapher. He is especially inter-
ested in improved fire protect-
ion and recreational facilities
It would be tragic if, in vot-
ing for only one man when
there are three positions to be
filled, Memphis Negroes should
cause the other two positions
to be won by persons who
might use their power to block
further racial progress in Mem-
phis and undo much of the good
which has been done.
Therefore, the Tri-State De-
fender urgently reccommends
that ALL Memphians vote for
the following THREE candi-
dates for the three County Court
positions in District Two: Or-
gill, Turner and Withers. To do
otherwise would be short-sight-
ed, and dangerous.
FOR U.S. SENATOR
VOTE FOR FRANK G. CLEMENT ... In 66
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Texas Slaughter Sets
All-Time National Record
The slaughter by the mad
marksman in the University of
Texas tower was the largest
mass killing in U. S history.
The massacre came only 17
days after eight student nurses
were slain in a Chicago dormi-
tory, methodically strangled or
stabbed to death one by one.
Richard Speck, 24, a drifter and
sometime seaman, was charged
with the murders
Until Monday, the deadliest
rampage by a single killer oc-
curred on Sept. 6, 1945 in Cam-
den, N. J. Howard Unruh, then
a quiet, 28-year-old World War
II veteran, shot and killed 13
persons, some of them familiar
Heart Failure
Continued from page I
barns was a member of the
board of directors of the Mem-
phis Urban League, and a past
president of the Letter Carriers
Band.
Among his survivors are his
wife, Mrs. Bernice Pinkston
Williams; two daughters, Mrs.
Monice Williams McDaniel
New York City, and Miss Myr-
na Williams, a student at De-
fiance college, Defiance, Ohio;
JOHN D. WILLIAMS
a son, Dr. John D. Williams,
a dentist of Los Angeles; and
four sisters, Mrs. Viola Foster,
Mrs. Lucy Walker, Mrs. Josie
Crooks and Mrs. Rosie Bess, all
of Los Angeles.
Mr. Williams was a member
of the Hill Chapel Baptist
church on Dexter st.
Funeral arrangements were
incomplete at press time. T.H.
Hayes and Sons Funeral home
is in charge of arrangements.
Fisk Murder
Continued from page 1
lishman, during a walk through
the building.
Reginald Hughes. dean of stu-
dents, told reporters after the
slaying that Miss Scott arrived
on the campus for the science
institute in June and lived in
Crosthwaite hall. She was the
daughter of Vernell Scott of
Baton Rouge.
Police said that no one had
seen Clark on the campus on
the night of the murder, and
that he lived about 10 miles
from Fisk in the Buena Vista
section of the city. He h a d
worked on an NYC project near
the airport on the day the crime
occurred.
A knife has been found, but
it is not known whether it is
the one that was used in the
attack.
Following the murder, the
Fisk administration came in for
some criticism for not providing
better protection for the stu-
dents. The area where the mur-
der occurred is poorly lighted
at all times, it was charged,
and the guard assigned to the
campus is reportedly an elder-
ly man, who moves about the
campus at an extremly slow
slow pace.
NEED MONEY?
Seke Vest Prelims '
With o Swell Lew Cost
Reed Estate Loss














ANY TiME 24 HRS. A DAY
"It's letter to
Sorrow At a lair
faces, some of them strangers.
Unruh, subsequently adjudged
mentally unfit to stand trial, is
now a patient in the Trenton
State Hospital.
More recently, there was the
phantom strangler of Roston
who killed 11, and possibly as
many as 13 women between
1962 and 1964. Police say a 33-
year-old handyman has confess-
ed to the slayings. No charges
have been filed and he, too, is
confined to a state mental hos-
pital.
In 1958 there was a spree of
senseless killings in the Midwest.
Charles Starkweather and his
14-year-old girlfriend, Carol Ann
Fugate, left a trail of 11 dead in
Nebraska and Wyoming. Stark-
weather, 19, was executed. The
girl is serving a life prison term.
She has petitioned for a new
trial, contending she had noth-
ing to do with the murders.
LAUNDRY SUNSHINE — Actress-model
Mona Lofton wears sunglasses to drama-
tize the "sunshine glow" qualities of new
sunshine Rinse laundry detergent at Lever
House in New York City. Mona's film credits
include "The Tenth Victim," "Smiley and
the soon-to-be released, "A Mau Called
Adam," starring Sammy Davis, Jr.
DAISY NOW!!





A Man Who Can Work
In Harmony With Any
Elected Commissioner
BALLOT #6
HIND REINGION HAS SAID:
"Over 304t of every $1.00 you make goes to taxes.
Are you in favor of a state income tax? I'm not."
and you know that what he says, he'll do.
The man of his word.
Hypertension
Among Negroes
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
Hypertension (high blood pres-
sure) is the most common form
of disease affecting the heart
and blood vessels of Americans,
according to the U. S. Public
Health Service.
The service, in a nation-wide
survey made public Monday,
said figures indicated that an
estimated 17 million persons
between the ages of 18 and 79
have hypertension. About 9.1
million of them also suffer from
definite hypertensive heart dis-
ease.
.4.A.;ishil nfflaaiir 74(REID
CLEMENTORS AND CLEMENTINES REGISTER . . . At
the "Youth for Clement Discotheque" in the Balinese Room
et the Claridge Hotel. Shown registering the enthusiastic
youths are Donald V. Jackson, Secretary of the Citizens
for Clement and Miss Erma Lee Laws, a coordinator of the
young people for Clement.
HOGUE & KNOTT
WE HONOR GOVERNMENT FOOD STAMPS. . . .
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STUDENT LOAN WORKSHOP — Officials
of Tennessee State are seen at a Student
Loan Collection workshop held on the cam-
pus last week for representatives of 49









Paul G. King, business manager; Dr. Ne-
braska Mays, chairman of Student Finan-
cial Committee; Dr. A. W. Boldt, work-
shot) director; and Homer R. Wheaton, di-
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1,800 N. C. KKKers Parade,
But King Draws 5,000
By RICHARD W. HATCH
RALEIGH, N. C. — (UPI) —
About 1,800 robed Klansmen,
many of thew holding hands
with wives and children, parad-
ed through downtown Raleigh
while the Rev. Martin Luther
King visited here.
Unusual numbers of city and
state police turned out to han-
dle the crowds and traffic.
There also were close security
precautions surrounding King,
but apparently King and the
Klansmen never came closer
than several miles to each oth-
er.
The Kalnsmen walked slowly
along the sidewalks of several
downtown streets. There were
scattered taunting and pushing
incidents, but police said there
was no serious trouble. There
were no arrests and no injuries.
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two hours late at William Neal'speak, most of the Klansmen
Reynolds Coliseum, said, t he
plant of freedom has grown on-
ly a bud but not yet blossomed
into a Dower."
He said "The Negro has more
dignity in 1966 than he has ever
had in America. Yet, he is not
yet equal. We have come a long
long way, but we still have a
long, long way to go before free-
dom is a reality."
He said that progress h a $
been made in part by the Ne-
gro's reevaluating his own in-
trinsic worth. He traced a his-
tory of Negro slavery from 1619
to point up the Negro as being
a "thing to be used, not a per-
son to be respected."
A crowd of between 4,000 and
5.000, about one fourth of them
white, attended the rally.
By the time King started to
were on their way out of Ra-
leigh, to another rally in Clinton
King was met at the airport
by Raleigh City CounetIman
John Winters.
Raleigh police said an estim-
ated 1,800 robed Klansmen walk-
ed downtown streets.
One groups of counter demon-
strators, mostly young men and
women and some children,
parade past the klansmen with
placards calling for 'love" and
brotherhood." There was
scuffle in Nash Square where
Klansmen said they took s
knife from a bearded young
man in sandals.
Klan security guardsmen in
uniforms, military boots and
golden helmets helped direct




SAN BRUNO, Calif. — (UPI)
—Dr. Thomas N. Burbridge, a
San Francisco civil rights lead-
er, said he has declined to at-
tend a White House ceremony
because he was in jail serving
a sentence for being a sit-in
participant.
Burbridge, head of the San
Francisco NAACP chapter dar-
ing the 1964 mass sit-ins at the
Sheraton-Palace 'Hotel, said he
received the invitation last week
to be at the White House on
Monday.
The ceremony will mark the
20th anniversary of the Atomic
Energy Act and the swearing
in of two new AEC commission-
ers.
Burbridge, assistant professor
of pharmacology at the Univer-
sity of California Medical Cen-
ter, has been in the county jail
here for two weeks for his part
in the sit-in.
In his reply to the White
House, he said:
"Other considerations aside,
I regret that I cannot accept
your kind invitation to attend
the swearing ceremony be-
cause I, together with approxi-
mately 70 others, am in the
county jail serving sentences up
to 90 days for participating in
tions which occurred in San
Francisco two years ago."
REV. A. E CAMPBELL SAYS. I SUPPORT
BUFORD ELLINGTON
FOR GOVERNOR
Jobs are of interest to all people. When Buford
Ellington was governor, 571 new plants came to
Tennessee. This meant over 90,000 new jobs.
Buford Ellington has proven he gets things done.
Rev. A. E Campbell
Pies Tennessee Regular
Baptist Convention
PAID FOR BY THE FRIENDS OF ELLINGTON—JACK H. NORRIS III, CHAIRMAN
ELECT JAMES E. (Jim) WILLIAMS
DEMOCRAT
STATE SENATOR
•Member 1965 L•lesietut• • Voted For Minimum loge OM
'Voted For Repeal of Capital Punishment
My Primary Inter•at Will B. To Soy* The List's Of Oli•














What else that costs so little goes you so soodt plassoidi
Southern Bon
• •
he deserves your vote
JIMMY
MgORE
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PROGRESSIVE BAPTISTS — Memphis supporters of the
Progressive Baptists of the United States met last week
to plan Memphis' tole as the host to the Fifth Annual
Session which will convene here Sept. sit. Shown on the
picture are: from left: Reverends J. H. Lane, W. C.
Holmes. A. R. Williams, S. A. Owen, W. L. Varnado, R. W.
LR College Receives
Two Federal Grants
Philander Smith College re-
ceived two separate Federal
grants during the past weeks.
The U.S. office of Education
allotted $7,649 to Philander for
the purchase of equipment and
materials.
Dr. Ernest T. Dixon. Jr., Pres-
ident of the college, said this
grant would
partment of Social Science and
to acquire additional equipment
for the Audio-Visual center. The
grant was made under Title VI
of the Higher Education Act of
1965.
The second grant totaled $22,-
041 for the purpose of a three-
week special training institute
on problems of school desegre-
gation.
Forty Little Rock Public
school teachers and adminis-
trators will attend the institute;
beginning July 11.
Nersworthy, and E. V. McGhee; seated on second row are
Mrs. Myrtle Smith, Rev. W. L. Reid, Mrs. Alice Grey,
Mrs. Lehha Young, Miss M. M. Dubarry, and Mrs. Artie
G. Nelson. Standing 'in the back row, are Mrs. Mabel
Harris, Mrs. Ruth Reees, Rev. L. B. McGhee, Mrs. S. L.
Bell, and Mrs. Laura Roberson.
Ti. Troope Seeks
Vote In District 16
, Thomas J. Troope, candidate
President Dixon announced kfor the State House of Repre-
that Mr. Carlon Pryor. head of sentatives, District 16, is one of
the Biology Department will I the many local aspirants for of-
serve as Associate Director office who has addressed himself
the project along with Mr. Gro-
ver J. Andrews, a faculty mem-
ber at Little Rock University.
The fupds will be used to pay
those attending a $15 daily stip-
end and other expenses of the
institute
The objectives of the institute;
will be to provide the partici.;
pants with a knowledge of the,
history of the American Negro
and of stereotyped thinkingl
about the Negro; to create an;
increased awareness of the so-
cial and educational problems
of the multi-cultural school; and;
to motivate participants to solve!
the problems and to survey I
techniques and procedures be-
ing used to solve them.
directly to the issues. He has
not dwelt on personalities.
So he went down the line on
a questionnaire for legislative
candidates and said, he stands
for: a. Increase Workmen's
Compensation benefits to two-
thirds of their worker's average
wage as originally intended by
the law: b, Establish a Work-
man's Compensation Commiss-
ion for administration of the act
with equal representation of all
groups on the commission. c.
Increase Unemployment Insur-
ance benefits to the national
average level; d. Remove un-
fair disqualification provisions
such as quits and discharges;
e. Prohibit the importation into
the state of strike-breakers; f.
Prohibit Loan companies from
charging exorbitant fees and
set maximum charges t h at
may be made on small loans;
g. Increase the per student ap-
propriation to Memphis State
University; h. Repeal the Sales
Tax on utilities and drugs.
Mr. Troup's position on legisla-
tive issues may be described
as progressive.
He is widely known in Mem-
phis for his civic and commu-
nity activities. He is a member
of First Baptist Church. of the
American Legion, the E 1 k s'
Club, the Veterans of Foreign
Wars, and the Moose. Heisa
l Wars, and the Moose. He is a
graduate of Southern Law Uni-
versity.
Res-Eloct
EDGAR H. (Ed) GILLOCK
Stets' Roprossontutivis
Dist Nis. 7
LEVER NO 156 ON VOTING MANURE
He Worked For:
1. The Minimum Wage Bill
2. Repeal of Capital Punishment
3. Increased Welfare Payments
4. Increased Unemployment Compensation
5. Originator of Homestead Exemption Admendment
Edgar H (Ed) Gillock Has Been Endorsed by the
Following Organizations
1. Tri-State Defender
2. The Shelby County Democratic Club
3. The Unity League
4. The Ministers Mutual Fellows6io
5. The Ministersindependent Council
of Political Leadership
6. The Hinti District Democratic Club
REMEMBER PULL LEVER ii56
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i CAR WASH $ 2 5:.. Effective November 29 1965 I
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Hiring Qualified Personnel. High School
Not Necessary. No Age Limit. 'Day Or
Evening Classes, Air Conditioned
Visit Or Cali 527-5508
CASHIER TRAINING INSTITUTE
66 MONROE—SUITE 877
TOM M. BATCHELOR SAYS: I SUPPORT
BUFORD ELLINGTON
FOR GOVERNOR
Buford EllIngbsn increased the budget for
higher education by 527, during his last term.
Ellington is a man dedicated to making nonest,
realistic decisions for the future of Tennesseans.
Mr. Tom M. Batchelor
TMB losvrance Agency










Jimmy Brown, star football
player-turned actor, has been
signed for an appearance on
"The Milton Berle Show" (Fri-
days, 8 - 9 p.m , CDT) this fall.
it was announced by Producer
Bill Dana.
Brown, who recently an-
nounced his gridiron retire.
ment, irurrently is making an
MGM movie in Europe and will
appear with Berle immediately
after his return, probably in
October.
"When two great pros —
Brown the fullback and Berle
the line-man (one-liners, that
is) — get together, you know
you're going to score,- Dana
declared.
Arrangements fo rthe appear-
ance of Brown, who holds vir-
tually all of the National Foot-
ball League's ground-gaining
records, On the show were con-
ducted tbrought his representa-
tives in London.
"It is the booking coup of
the season and Bill Dana should
be congratulated for thinking
of getting it and getting there
first," said Nick Vanoff, who
'with William 0. Harbach is
executive producer.
Harbach added: followed
Jimmy Brown's career from
the beginning and he is the
greatest player ever on the
gridiron. Pro football has lost
much of its zest since his an-
nouncement that he will no
longer be aboard. If he gives
half as good a performance on
the Berle show as he did on the
playing field, we'll have a
classic.'
HOEHN HAS GOT IT:
.125REwARD
$25 REWARD If WE CAN







Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Moen Your Order Now
Foe Indiv'duois And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM TAILORS
BHS
248 Vance Ave. JA 7-9320
dNi Memphis, Tennessee
'YOUR Cern/pony Makin Wive Yoe Ask Fee And
Creates What Yoe Think or
VOTE FOR
SUGARMON
Na 164 on the Voting Machine
State House of Representatives
DISTRICT 11
Only One Representative May Be Elected from District 11
*********Irk*itirk************
Use Your Vote to Fight the Klan
SUPPORT R. B. SUGARMON, JR.
PLATFORM
. Repeal of Capital Punishment.
2. State minimum wage law covering domestic
workers, laundry workers, and state and local
government employees.
3. LeciAation outlawing excessive interest charges
and "flipping" (refinancing under pressure
from personal loan companies).
Increased qaz,. xpcn(litures for the War Against
Poverty.
3. Increased aid to edutation induding public
schools and Memphis Siete .University.
Endorseds t ito Shelby Count y Iferroieratic
6. Enabling legislation under Section 19 of Medi-
care for persons over 65 not covered by Medi-
care under Social Security.
7. Increased state expenditures far the Tepnessee
Human Rights Program.
8. State law prohibiting segregation in jury
selection.
9. State Civil Rights Law.





















Mrs. WilHe Ann Bagley
4,110 E. Fernwood
$500 WINNER













"Let's Go To The Races"
Winners Are Pictured Below.
Play Each Saturday Night—Channel 5
$500 WINNER















Mr. 111i. Lee Brown
Senatobla, Miss.
1
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DEFENDER Pats
Nurses Call
SAN FRANCISCO — (UPI) —
The San Francisco Bay area
nurses dispute was settled when
negotiators came to terms on
an interim contract.
The settlement climaxes more
than 12 hours of Ulan and came
17 hours before resignations of
1,93o nurses at 33 hospitals were
scheduled to go into effect.
The U. S. Public Health Ser-
vice had said that if the nurses
left their jobs, it would be the
first major walkout in the na
•
Off Strike
tion's history" by nurses. But
they were expected to withdraw
their resignations.
State Conciliator Thomas J.
Nicoloptdons said that the Cali-
fornia Nurses Association k CNA)
had agreed to submit the key
issue of interim salary to a
three man fact finding commis-
sion — members to be appoint-
ed by Calif. Gov. Edmund G.
Brown and U. S. Cabinet of-
ficers Willard J. Wirtz and John
H. Gardner.
Just naturally good 1 •
SPEAS




FREW 2 booklet 'Why
Didn't Someone Me About AM
These Uses for Vinegar?" Write SPEAS








on tube Oswalt disc)
oo.Io. Dis.lsos
SHOPPING SPREE WINNERS — The Collis Freeman fam-
ily ef 670 Regent place was one of 10 top winners in a pro-
motion sponsored by the Pepsi-Cola company, and here they
are shown with company officials in the Del Farm Food
Store at 893 McLemore. From left are: Gladys, Patricia and
James Freeman, Mrs. Collis Freeman, Kr. Fr eema n,
Joseph R. McGoey, vice president and general manager of
Pepsi Cola Metropolitan Bottling company, 1500 Thomas;
Joe Purdy, manager of special markets, Pepsi-Cola: N'el
Chapman, manager of Del Farm Food Store, 893 McLemore,
and Walter Truman, representative of Pepsi-Cola's national





SALES • SERVICE .RENTALS
Phew.
682-4637
482 S. Perkins Ext.
RCA VICTOR Aiwistd 21"
C LOR
• Glare-pro6f RCA Hi-Lite Color Tube
• Automatic Color Purifier ';cancels
magnetic distortions
• New vista 25,900-volt Color Chassis
• Super-powerful New Vista VHF and
ultra-sensitive Solid State UHF tuners
IL Two 6" oval duo-cone speakers
529
NO MONEY DOWN AT ACE
RCA VICTOR
Sportabout TV
• 20.003-volt chassis (design average
• One-set VHF fine tuning
• Super Power Grid VHF
,ultra-sensitive UHF timers
• Litt-in VHF and UHF antennas




AG006.1 74 8a In
23-in. Console Tv *198"CC-SUM% 2S3 Fig In
*98"
Wrth Trad•
2I-in. Console TV $188"M22111. 212 Da. In
111
56 MODELS MUST 0.0 . . NEW .
SOME STILL IN CARTONS
A Carry Full Warranty
Wifh Trade
2 1-iniConsoIe TV $197"cc:225w 212 Sq. In.
2I -in Console TV
CC.2291, 212 Sq. In.
19-in. Portable
Color TV, new
rFI522E, IAA Sq. In
$187"
$449"
All Stores Open 8 A.M. to 9 P.M. Daily








4255 Hwy Si So
Phone 396-0995
1111111Willaiedia-va'
 R. G. KINKLE
FRAYSER
311$ Thome. Hwy. SI Ne.
Phone 358-4585
'Nurse Gets Pin




Mrs. Irene Massey as reciev-
ed her pin for 15 years of
service in a ceremony held re-
cently at Methodist hospital.
A practical nurse, Mrs. Mas-
sey had served previously at
the Eye, Ear, Nose and Throati
hospital.
MRS. IRENE MASSEY
Mrs. Massey is chairman of
the public relations committee
for the Tennessee Licensed
Practical Nurse Alumni group
and a member of the
Tennessee Licensed Practical
Nurses Association Inc., and a
member of the YWCA.
Aside from her professional
organizations, Mrs. Massey is
active with several organiza-
tions in the St. Andrew AME
church, where she is reporter
for the Sarah E. Tanner Mis-
sionary Society and the No. 2
choir.
She is the wife of Earnest





BALTIMORE — (NP!) — A
general cessation of violence
and destruction by Negroes was
evidenced across the country
only to be started again by
white mobs who invaded Negro
neighborhoods—and after dark.
Gangs of white youths num-
bering from 50 to 100 roamed
through this city's Negro areas
after being whipped into a fren-
zy at a rally sponsored by the
anti-Negro National States
Rights party.
This was an aftermath of out-
breaks, by Negroes in Chicago,
Cleveland, New York, San Fran-
cisco and South Bend. Ind.,
which took a heavy toll of
I death, destruction, and injury.
In each case, the outbreaks
were contained in Negro areas
— and the major victims were
the Negro residents themselves.
along with policemen and white-
owned stores in the areas. Al-
most all the fatalities were Ne-
goes.
Likewise the rising number of
attacks and slayings by Negro
gangs throughout the country
were always directed against
fellow Negroes — often young
sters a few blocks away who
refused to join a gang.
Baltimore's latest outbreak
of racial disorder, however, was
different. It involved invasions
by whites into Negro areas —
something the most daring Ne-
gro gang has never done in re-
verse.
Yhe strife came only a few
weeks after a similir provoca-
tion, a march by Klansmen
through the city's Negro area
in protest against civil rights
organizations' effort to combat
housing discrimination.
In the latest outbreak, police
scuffled with a number of the-
whites — mostly teenagers —
and arrested eight persons, in
eluding a Negro armed with a
pistol. After a racist rally,
whites entered the Negro area,'
where they were greeted by a
barrage of bricks and bottles
•
•
LEAVING FOR LONDON — Dr. Gardner Taylor, pastor of
Concord Baptist church, Brooklyn, N.Y., and vice presi•
dent at large of the Progressive National Convention, is
shown boarding plane to attend meetings in London,
England, of the Executive Committee of Progre4eive Bap-
tists, and seen with him is Mrs. Taylor, who was just back
from visits to Vienna, Belgrade and Istanbul. Dr. and Mrs.
Taylor will return to the United States in time for the an-
nual session of the Progressive National Baptist Convention
to be held in Memphis Sept. 6-11.
CARL CARSON SA)* I SUPPORT
BUFORD ELLINGTON
FOR GOVERNOR
More than 90,000 new jobs were created
through new industry during Buford Ellington's
first term. He is an experienced business man who
knows how vital industrial growth is to the future
of Tennessee.
TheMr. Carl Carson 
MU ofCarl Carson Leasing Corp. ELLINGTON his word.
















Seagram's Extra Dry/ the perfect martini gin
UAGEAR nitwits COMPACT. aVC. 90 PROOF. DISTILLED DIY DIN F1011 AMERICA* IN1111;1
ELECT ROBERT L. TAYLOR CHANCELLOR
CHANCERY COURT OF SHELBY COUNTY s PART 2
"I ENDORSE ROBERT L. TAYLOR"
In behalf of Attorney Robt. L. Taylor's candidacy in the forthcoming primary and general election for Chancellor of the
Chancey Court of Shelby County, Part 2, I hereby give my endorsement and do urge my fellow citizens to vote or this
man. Mr. Toylor's record as on outstanding lawyer and citizen of this community cannot be challenged.
The dignity of the Taylor's family background is politics is a true reflection of Robt. L. Taylor. His -grandfather was a
United States Congressman, ond was Governor of this State three times and died while a member of the United States
Senate. Mr. Taylor's father was Speaker of the House of Representatives. He advocated and sponsored the primary
election law which gave the people of this State the right to nominate their candidate for office thus taking this power
Govern-
ment.
from the professional politicians. Had it not been for him, Negroes would have had DO Voice in Tennessee 
Candidate Robert L. Taylor is a credit to our community and is ricflly deservant of your vote. He was appointed State
Commissioner of Insurance and Banking in 1952, by the then Governor Gordon Browning. He openly supported the late
Dr, J. E. Walker when he sought office as a member of the Memphis Board of Education.
Mr. Taylor is a World War Ilfveteran and a former Commander of the Tennessee Department of the Air Force association..
These facts along with many others characterize the man. Let's elect Robert L. Taylor for Chancellor of Chancery,Court
of Shelby County, Part 2.
4,441. 74.1e947, President
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SERVING 1,001,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
The Negro Soldier
It is just now that information concerning the
high morale of Negro troops in Viet Nam is being
highlighted. Heretofore news about Negroes in that
Asiatic theater of operation was scarce and spotty.
Until President Johnson gave a posthumous award
for an act of unusual bravery by a black soldier on
the battlefield, there was very little evidence from
the Pentagon that Negro soldiers were in the thick
of the fighting in Viet Nam.
All of a sudden we are being flooded with infor-
mation about 60,000 Negro servicemen in Viet Nam,
the comparative ratio of their casualties, their re-
enlistment rates in the Army, Navy, Marines and Air
Force, It is reported that twice the percentage of
Negroes as others stay in each of the four branches
of the armed forces.
These statistics are sighted to allay any distorted
notion that Negro soldiers are in the services through
discrimination or duress, or that they are eager, to
get out. The fact is they are more eager than others
to stay in.
Whitney M. Young, of the National Urban League,
is reported in the white press as praising the U.S.
military command for its excellent showing in inte-
gration among the armed forces now totaling 280,000
men in Viet Nam.
' But the bold fact remains that the casualties
among Negroes are higher by 8 percentage points
than is true among whites. This is explained, though
not to our satisfaction, on the basis that lower edu-
cational levels put more Negroes in combat forces,
and that a higher proportion volunteer for elite fight-
ing units such as the Green-Beret paratroops.
Perhaps these data are being publicized now to
soothe the frayed nerves of those of us who are re-
volting against ghetto conditions in the big cities.
If racial discrimination can be successfully elimi-
nated in the armed forces, there is no reason it
cannot be in the other segments of American society.
This unfinished business of democracy must become
the,task upon which all Americans exert their energy
and influence; for the black men who are fighting in
Viet Nam will some day return home to civilian life,
and most certainly will not stand for discrimination
and segregation as they prevail now in the alums.
NOW, TO GET fT OUT OF WILL CALL
A Political Ruling •
In an 8-to-7,ruling, the Internation-
al Court of Justice at the Hague, Neth-
erlands, has rejected Ethiopia-Liberia's
petition to transfer the former League
of Nations' mandate territory in South-
west Africa from South Africa's super-
vision to United Nations control.
The Court based its action on th,,
ground that Ethiopia and Liberia did
not have the legal standing which would
give legitimacy to their request. The
petition was based on South Africa's in-'
troduction of Apartheid in a mandated
territory where separation of the races
was never intended by the old League of
Nations. Therefore it was an abuse of a
trust that should cancel out the provi-
sions under which the territory came to
be supervised by South Africa.
The Court took advantage of a
flimsy technicality to deny a plea, which
in the light of today's conception of free-
dom and equality, had a strong moral
underpinning to validate it. The decision
proves that the judges were swayed by
political rather than legal/ considera-
tions.
Southwest Africa's 318,000 square-
mile area is nearly as large as South
Africa itself. The mandated territory's
population numbers 384,000 native Afri-
cans who are treated like cattle in a
country the size of France and Ger-
many. It is rich in diamonds and other
minerals.
The International Court had been
hearing arguments and studying evi-
dence for six years. Liberia and Ethio-
pia represented not only themselves but
also the rest of free Africa in the at-
tempt to liberate their brothers from
the clutches of an unconscionable South
African racist government.
The ruling was disappointing. The
consequences may well be the promotion
of direct military and revolutionary ac-
tion against South Africa. The day of
reckoning may not be far off.
A Point Of View
BURN, BABY, BURN
By NAT D. WILLIAMS
The fire that destroyed three homes
 in the Boxtown Com-
munity in southwest Shelby County last week 
left almost .20
people homeless. All those burned out 
were Negroes. The vic-
tims, and members of a volunteer county 
fire-fighting team
stood by with other spectators, and 
watched their household
goods and all clothing go up in flames.
The fire-fighters didn't lift a hand to 
quench the blazes
because the, owners of the houses had not 
bothered to pay the
fee required for fire protection in the county. 
The people who
lived in the houses that burned were largely
 renters. They
didn't feel it was their responsibility to pay 
the fee for fire
protection for the properties.
Men, women, and children, young folk and 
old folk were
put out-of-doors by the Boxtown fire. Their pli
ght points up 8
dangerous and almost tragic situation. Boxtown 
residents are
in constant danger from fire. Their health is 
threatened when
severe cold weather sets in. The entire commun
ity of Boxtown
is a classic example of a suburban ghetto. The conditions 
that
exist in the big-city ghettos of the nation are given a 
half-country
touch in places like Boxtown. Let's look at Boxtown 
and its
background for a moment.
Boxtown is a conglomeration of jerry-built near-houses 
and
mostly shanties thrown up for poor folk desperately iri need
 of
a cheap place in which to live. The few Negroes who 
own their
homes in Boxtown are not in a position to build decent hous
es.
The vast majority of Boxtown residents rent. There are 
some
20,000 people, in and immediately adjacent, to what is known
as Boxtown. It is virtually an all-Negro community.
Boxtown is left almost severely to itself. Religious, social,
educational and civic activities occurring in Boxtown are
rarely or never reported in the news media, printed or other-
wise. Few of its leaders make the front pages at any time.
The community has a reputation for being a nesting-ground
for bootleggers, con-men, fortune tellers, and faith healers. This
may or may not be true. But that is what "They say." Boxtown's
crimes and law violators don't receive much attention from the
local public. It is almost an isolated community . . . off to
itself. Many people in Memphis and Shelby County have never
heard of Boxtown. Most know practically nothing about its
background.
Well, speaking of its background, Boxtown is one of the
most interesting communities in Tennessee and the Mid-South.
Its existence dates back to Civil War era when Federal (Nor-
thern) troops occupied Memphis almost at, the outbreak of the
war between the states. Slaves were set free. The town was
almost overrun by freemen. Quite a horde of poor white folks
also sought the city for food and protection against the ravages
of the war. Many of those whites were immigrants were Irish,
some of whom made their homes in shanty-boats around Wolf
River. The freed Negroes and "Shanty Irish," as they were
called, soon clashed on the city's streets. The city's first racial
clashes grew out of this situation.
Federal Army officers,'seeking a solution to the situation,
decided to separate the clashing groups. They corralled the
mass of the Negroes into the southwest end of the County,
and "Shanty Irish" in the northwest end. The Negro section got
the name of Boxtown, thanks to the fact that those sent to the
area had to build themselves make-shift shelters out of the
wood of discarded box-cars, dilapidated houses, and other
abandoned materials. The "Shanty Irish" were moved into a
sector known as "Clinch" . . . some faint reminders of which
are seen in some of the old shacks and buildings on the far
end of North Front street, and near Wolf River.
With the coming of peace and the reconstruction of Mem-
phis and the South, Clinch disappeared. But Boxtown was left
alone . . . with its Negro freedmen. Nothing much has been
done for Boxtown since Reconstruction days.
There are some electric lights in Boxtown. But coal oil
lamps are still used pretty widely. Automobiles may be seen.
But most of the roads or streets are dusty. People know about
gas and electric heat. But wood and coal still rate high in Box-
town.
That fire in Boxtown should stimulate somebody to start
a movement to bring Boxtown into the Twentieth Century ...
1966.
JUDGE HOOKS AND GOVERNOR CLEM-
ENT . . . receive radiant smiles from
Sharon Lewis "Miss Co-Ette" and Miss
Erma Lee Laws, Sponsor of the Mem-







WE'RE FOR CLEMENT . . . Say these
young people who were among the many
who attended the "Youth for Clement Dis-
cotheque." Flashing isitiftes for
their candidate Frank G. Clement for the
United States Betake are: Dennis Wooten.
Lyon Curry, Joy Rhodes, Herbert Hall,
Tri-State Defender. This picture was made
when Judge Hooks spoke at the Co-Ette
Graduation Dinner in the Sheraton-Pea-




Michael Hooks. Robert Hooks, Janice Hill,
Co-Chairman of the dance, Joseph Wil-
liam,,, Jr., Co-Chairman of dance: Kevin
M ila tn. vonne Payne, Sylvester Sartatt,
Deborah Simpson, Frank Milam and Al-
lele, Johnson.
was
Five Lovely: Clementines. For Clement
11 1W
CLEMENT FOR '66 . .. Say Phillip Earls, Janice Hill, Co-
Chairman of the "Youth for Clement Discotheque" hi the
Balinese Room of the Claridge Hotel; Judith Johnson, Carol
Earls, Pamela Starks, Ivery Toussant, Miss Christine Arm-
strong, secretary to Rev. C. F. Williams, Chairman of the
Citizens for Clement; Jessica Johnso n, Patricia Dixon.
Andrea Morrow and Yvonne Payne.
t.ttPlt
CLEMENT FOR SENATE CONTESTANTS ... In the most
original Clement for Senate hat contest are left to right:Joy Miller, Frances Hudson, Marilyn Carter winner of theprize which was contributed by State Representative JoanStrong; Louise Carpenter and Delos Gill.
7
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THIRD ANNUAL GOLF CLINIC — The third annual Sam
Qualls Golf Club Clinic was held recently at the T. 0. Ful-
ler Golf course, and seen here are the Youngsters who were
winnners and runners-up in the boys and girls divisions.
Standing at left is Dollar Sanders, senior instructor: in cen-
ter is Bill Terry, of Radio Station %DIA, donor of golf
trophies, and at right, Mickey Reynold. suparyisor of trans-





A day filled with interesting
sights was a treat enjoyed by
two bus loads of Memphians in
the tidy, beautiful and prosper-
ous city of Hot Springs, Ark.,
recently.
The Gnosis Glint club toured
the city with a group of 82 per-
sons who chartered the buses,
which left from Mt. Olive CME
Cathedral following prayer by
the pastor. Rev. T. C. Lightfoot.
Mrs. Elizabeth Woods and
her 43 passengers occupied the
first bus, and the second was
filled with Mrs. Addle Grant
and 39 persons.
Questions about points of in-
terest were given the club by
the Arkansas Chamber of Com-
merce. While there, the group
enjoyed the hospitality and
food at the National Baptist ho-
tel.
Mrs. Woods is president of
the club.
- -
Now It's Wigs For The Menfolk
By WALTER LOGAN Another was from a woman across the forehead and is neat-
.whose 17-year-old son had gone ly fitted into the sideburns and
United Press Internationai completely bald. neck. This is the type the or-
chestra leader bought.
If a man is getting bald he can go out and buy The wigs, machine-made, are I
a toupee which may or may not fool his friends, fashioned from human hair
which for a proper effect should
match the owner's
The wig sideburns are combed
carefully into the owner's side-
The wig may not fool hia lhe was off and running, burns when he wears ty.
friends, either, but he can now He gained a certain amount
of fame when he appeared on The same for the alter section
a haircut like Cary Grant's, a television show and outfitted which combs into the nape. This
change into a gypsy type wig entertainer Johnny Carson with makes it look more real.
which is longer and hairier for several wigs, which, if they did,
.. after work hours. Or he can not change Carson's personal-
The wig is combed like ordi•
simply get himself up like a nty, at least enlivened the na—
ey h a i r and sometimes
Beatle. show. 
sprayed with lanolin to keep I:
soft, It is not shampooed, how- Invalid Feted On Birthday
is the John Ringo look — all
Beatle. It is a mane foc a real
drape across the brow. It is not
necessary to fit these as care-
fully as the others.
• • •
Traynor, who works through
Cleopatra Wig Creations in
New York, thinks a man should
have a wardrobe of several —
even a red wig if he feels red
headed.
He predicts that eventually




But if he is merely bored with the way he looks
he can now go out and buy a wig that will change
his personality.
go through business hours with
The perpetrator of what They also brought Carson awl ever.
Traynor a flood of letters fromsome might call an inroad on
masculinity is Mark Traynor,Imen and boys demanding wigs.
an earnest young New Yorker from a young lad who had suf-
who dabbled in hair dressing fered the indignity of having
his head shorn in boot camp.(ladin) for a while and then;
went into the ladies' wig busi- This teen-age sailor felt he
ness. could no longer face his long-
haired friends at parties and
He discovered they could inquired about one for use when
be cropped down for men and he was off base.
MILTON BOWERS SAYS I SUPPORT
BUFORD ELLINGTON
FOR GOVERNOR
During Buford Elhngton's first term teachers' sal-
aries were increased $790.78, for an average of
$4,327.00. He sees the need for an improved educa-
tional system to better equip future generations
of Tennesseans.
Mr. Milton Bowers. St.
Past President at The
Memphis City School
Board of Education





— The gypsy style, which is
rather more curly ;rid, as Tray-
nor puts it, it is for "some-
one who wants to look a little
more casual." It is not really
curly since he said men don't
want curly hair any more than
women during the current fad
for women's straight hair.
— The D'Artagnan style This
W. T. Bankston, Sr., was
That causes the underpinning feted on his sixty-third birth-
to shrink. It is sent to dry day
on Wednesday, July 20, atcleaner, or preferably, to a wig
his home at 1111 College St.cleaner.
The fad for wigs is unlikely
to sweep the country whole-
sale until Traynor can work out
a series of measurements. They
must be fitted in person and
cut on the head if they are not
to look like a wig.
An orchestra leader who had
just bought one took hours be-
fore he was satisfied as to fit
and undetectability.
The three types of wigs now
being marketed are:
I — The 9 to 5 style.. This is
more Madison Avenue, some- To chop celery efficiently,
where between the hair style place it on a chop board, cut
worn by Sen. Robert F. Ken- , in strips lengthwise and then
nedy and Cary Grant. It brushes across.
On hand to help Mr. Bank-
ston observe the day were
members of the St. Peter Bap-
tist church, of which he is a
member. He has been an in-
valid for 14 years.
Among those present were
Rev. and Mrs. E. C. Tippett,
Mother Carrie Jones, Mother
Lill ie Hullum, Mrs. Annie
Foote, Mrs. Marie. Jones, Mrs.
Della Jackson, Mrs. Barbara
Nesbitt, Mrs. Virginia Hill and
What's New?
SIM 1r MI el=
WIN : $1000 IN CASH!
IT'S FUN! .• IT'S FREE! • • if's EASY!
• &oily pick ipyour FREE copy of the new MOBS I PRIZES
game card at your A&P store. Pictured on your game card we 48
A&P products. With every A&P visit you receive 1 free concealed
set of 2 AWARDS & PRIZES game slips. Cut off the edges al each
strip to isveal the pictures of 2 ASAP Brand Products. Locate these
products on your pine card and pen on your way
to becoming an AWARDS & PRIZES gain winner.
When you fill a straight brie of 7 products hori-
zontally, vertically or diagonally on pour game card
you win a cash prize ap to ;1000.00.
Take your winning slips to A&P. After they have
been verified, you will receive your prize from the
manager. Irs as simple as that! NOTE: THF CENTER
ROCK OF YOUR GA I CARD IS A FREE BLOCK TO
IILP Y011
Mrs. Flora Bennett.
Also Mrs. Effie Parks, Mrs.
Jessie Louis, Mrs. Claudia
Tate, Mrs. Alice Winfield
D. H. Foster, Mr. and Mrs. L.
Jones, Miss Lela Davis and Miss
Dorothy Bradfield.
Couple To Be Honored At Reception
Vows were read for the for-
mer Mrs. Mary Lee Seymour
and Charles Kelley. Jr., at the
Chapel of the Bells in Las
Vegas. Nev on Wednesday,
July 27, with Bishop R. I.
Tunesdalle officiating.
The bride wore a sky blue
linen suit with shoes and a fea-
ther circlet held her brief
matching veil. She carried a
bouquet of white roses.
Following a week in Las Ve-
gas, the couple, is visiting his
mother. Mrs. C Kelley, and
his Brothers and sisters in Pas-
adena, Calif.
Mr. and Mrs. Kelley will
(turn to Memphis this week and
a reception will be held in their
honor on August 7.
The bride, a former secre-
tary in the Memphis City
School system, was recently
appointed to a position with the
Federal Government. T
groom is employed by Interna-
m. tional Harvester.
CITIZENS OF MEMPHIS:
HOW DOES YOUR NEXT
GOVERNOR FEEL ABOUT
EDUCATION?
BUFORD ELLINGTON: During his first term Memphis State
University was appropriated nearly
$4,000,000 for their building program.
Higher education was increased 52%.
Teachers' salaries were raised nearly
$800. The total education budget was
increased 31%. And, without any
increase to the taxpayer.
Buford Ellington has said: ''As
your governor, I will recommend to
the Legislature increases in state
appropriations for our public schools
which will place Tennessee . . . not
just equal to . .. but above the average
of the Southeastern states."
JOHN JAY HOOKER: No experience in education.
VOTE FOR THE MAN OF HIS WORD: BUFORD ELLINGTON
PAID FOR BY FRIENDS OF ELLINGTON-JACK H. MORRIS, III, CHAIRMAN.
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
URGES YOUR VOTE FOR




The Tri-State Defender has thoroughly screened
I of the candidstes who are seeking the position of
U.S. Congressman from the new Seventh District, and
after weighing all the factors involved, we believe that
Ray Blanton will best represent our interests in Con-
gress.
Therefore, this newspaper strongly urges its
readers and friends to work and vote for Mr. Blanton
in the August 4 Democratic Primary. He alone can
guarantee us the kind of representation we want !rid
deserve in Washington, D. C.
We are frankly shocked by some of the attitudes
.nd tactics employed by Mr. Blanton's opposition in
this campaign, but such events only confirm our de-
cision to back Mr. Blanton emphatically and enthusi-
astically.
Mr. Blanton is only 36 years old but already has
achieved a rare combination of legislative, farming,
business and family experience. As a State Represent-
ative he proved_himself a champion of the poir when
he led the fight to establish a minimum wage law in
Tennessee and to abolish capital punishment in this
state. He is chairman of the board of his, Methodist
Church in his hometown of Adamsville, and is mar-
ried with three children.
We like the way he has conducted his campaign.
He has been sincere and honest in his convictions. No
one can ask for more than that. For more than two
months he has quietly sponsored the radio broadcast
of Negro Sunday church services, so that the sick and
shut-ins might join in worship. These broadcasts have
included no political announcements. And when Mr.





early and stayed for the entire service.
This kind of genuine attention and sincerity has
not been evident in the campaigns of other candidates
Ifor Congress froiti this district. For instance, Jack
McNeil has published two brochures — one for Ne-
groes and the other for whites — and yet he calls for
"equal treatment" of all citizens. His change. of res-
idence from Memphis to the Seventh District a couple
of months ago was no more than a political move. And
while he plays the role of a white conservative while
tallOng to rural white people, in Shelby he has signed
the qualifying petition of a Negro running for high
office.
This kind of opportunistic duplicity will never get
the support of this newspaper and deserves no con-
sideration of any conscientious citizen.
Mr. Murray has stated publically that he knows
of no issues in this campaign. Yet his opponents have
been debating serious issues for more than two months
in this district. Mr. Murray's seeming lack of interest
in returning to this district to campaign and debate
issues is definite proof to us that he is far out of touch
with the residents of this district and is either unable
or not interested in attending to their wishes and
needs.
These are just a few of the reasons why we su
Strongly are supporting Mr. Blanton for Congress. Be
advocates personal representation. We believe he will
make our voice heard in Washington. The Ti-State De-
fender sincerely and strongly urges all-out support of'
Ray Blanton for Congress from the Seventh District.
Pate 11
as,
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Build, Don't Destroy,
Wilkins Begs Negroes
By THOMAS K. HARVEY Wilkins said upheavals suchistood guard outside the audi-
NEW ORLEANS — (UPI) 
as the Chicago rioting merely Itorium and plain clothesmen
Roy Wilkins, executive 
directorfocus attention on undesirableiwere sprinkled among the
of the National Association for 
Iconditions; they will not correct crowd. But there was no dis-
order.
the Advancement of Colored the evils'
People. urged Negroes to usel "We are mad, but we are
their energies to build, not to going to direct our anger into
destroy constructive channels," Wilkins
Wilkins addressed a rally in said.
Municipal Auditorium kicking "You are almost at the top
off the NAACP's Louisiana sum- of the hill and you can go over
mer project. to a great victory for yourselves
The aims of the program are
to speed school desegregation
and Negro voter registration,
build up NAACP membership
and gain wider compliance with
and yourchildren, but you have
to play it smart," Wilkins eau.
tioned
"The minute you choose what
you call militancy, you have to
public accommodations desegre- go on and on and on. The next
gation laws. time you have to produce more
While he counseled firm ac- militancy. Every time an issue
tion for full rights and privi-
leges for Negroes, Wilkins said
the cry "Black Power" should
be avoided.
"No one wins a riot. You to be more aggressive, nse
don't get anywhere with talk of stronger and stronger words.
Once you take that road, you
are retrogressing," Wilkins said.
Uniformed police- officers
ethnic power," Wilkins told a
crowd of about 800—many of
them whites.
comes up you will have to be
still more militant. The whole
business escalates. Then you de-




WASHINGTON — (UPI The
House passed and sent to the
Senate a bill which would grant
extra leave to servicemen who
extend their tours of duty in
Viet Nam
The measure would provide 30
days additional leave — not
chargeable to any other leave
account — for servicemen who
voluntarily extend their duty
tours in hostile areas by at
least six months.
Transportation for such leave





foreign nations, and the city of-
ficials joined Liberian Consul
William H. Jones and his wife
for obseryance of the 119th an-
niversary of Liberian indepen-
dence.
Consul and Mrs. Jones were
hosts to a reception at t h e
Ascot House, attended by over
400 guests, including members
of foreign consular corps, city
and state officials and other
notables from civic, church and
labor organizations.
A Liberian youth — Bymah
Sandoo, a graduate of Ohio
State university — gave a
short talk on the history of
Liberia and its aims.
tired in the costumes of their
home land — enjoyed a feast
of African food with the tradi-
tional rice base.
William V. S. Tubman is
president of the thriving na-
tion. He was elected in 1843
for an eight year term and has
been re-elected to four consecu-
tive terms.
Liberia was founded in 1822
through the efforts of the Ameri-
can Colonization society which
governed the country through
its appointed agents until 1839.
In that year, under the
"Buchanan Constitution" grant-
ed by the society. Liberia be-
came a commonwealth with its
:own legislative council.
Other Liberian students from,
various universities and colleges.
in the Chicago area participated
in the affair, including anl
African musical group — the
Dukorans — w h o entertained,
with tribal dances and music.
1
Champagne flowed freely and





• QUIET DIGNITY • JUDICIAL TEMPERAMENT
• SERVED AS SPECIAL CHANCELLOR
• RECOMMENDED BY MEMPHIS AND SHELBY
COUNTY BAR ASSOCIATION
1PAID FOP BY THOMPSON FOR CHANCELLOR COMMITTEE. ROBT. R. KRIVCHER, TREAS.)
DAILY WAREHOUSE SALE DAILY
MON CLAIRE WIG IMPORTS
lee% HUMAN HAIR
WIGS AT WHOLESALE PRICES
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On July 26, 1847, the country from atop the University of Tex-
proclaimed its Declaration of
Independence, and became a
free, sovereign and independent
state — Africa's oldest republic.
Texas Sniper
Self Too Far:
LAKE WORTH, Fla. —WM boys," said the priest.
— The father of a crazed sniper
who shot 15 people to death at
the University of Texas describ-
ed his son as a brilliant stu-
dent who pushed himself to Organization."
make good grades, "But he
pushed himself too far. and
came to the breaking point."
"I hope you realise this boy
was sick," Charles A. Whit-
man Jr., 47, told newsmen clus-
tered in front of his modest
home here.
The country, in 21 years
under President Tubman, has
made outstanding progress. His
open door policy has paved the
way for substantial foreign in-
vestments and is contributing to
Liberia's industralization.
His unification policy has
welded the 28 tribal groupings
into a cohesive citizenry; and
his Operation Production pro-
gram is making the country
agriculturally self-sufficient.
President Tubman has play-
ed a leading role in the
struggle for independence of the
younger African nations. He is
a staunch supporter of the
United Nations and a firm be-
liever in international coopera-
tion.
Liberian people stem from a
great variety of ethnic origins.
The original stttlers of t h e
country were free American
Negroes, who had been taken
to America from Africa,
although not necessarily Li-
beria. Population is estimated
at 2 million people.
Firemen Role
Oskar Werner and Cyril Cu-
sack, who played in "The Sp)
Who Came In From The Cold,"
got a rapid rise in temperature
for their current portrayals.
They're cast as firemen i n
Universal's "Fahrenheit 451."
Whitman is a plumbing con-
tractor and the father of Austin,
Tex., sniper Charles Joseph
Whitman, 25, shot to death by
police after a mass killing spree
as Tower.
"I am the father of this
young man who has committed
a crime of great horror to this
country," said the elder Whit-
man. He stepped from inside
the house where he has been




"He was an outstanding stu-
dent. He also was president of
the Sacred Heart Catholic Youth
"My son was a brilliant stu-
dent. He was on the honor roll
three times at the University
of Texas," the worn father said
in a prepared statement.
"He pushed himself terribly
to make good grades but he
pushed himself too far and
came to the breaking point.
"He loved his mother and his
wife dearly."
The dark-haired father wore
a shirt and tie but no coat.
Television lights flashed a n d
cameras ground as he spoke.
Father Quinlan said that a
requiem high mass would be
held here for young Whitman
and Mrs. Whitman either Fri-
day or Saturday. He said the
bodies would be flown here.
The elder Whitman said last
night that he wanted to talk
with his wife before discussing
the shootings. It was then he
was told that his wife had been
among those slain in the mas-
sacre.
In an earlier broadcast inter-





President Johnson urged 
prompt congressional action on into two separate committees.
gun control legislation in the
wake of the University of Texas
sniper massacre.
his separation from his w f
early this year as a possible
reason for the slayings.
"Well, my wife and I were
legally separated five months





The Chief Executive issued a
statement of deep regret over
the mass killings. He also sent
a message of sympathy to Chan-
cellor Harry Ransom of the
university.
Father Eugene Quinlan of the White House Press Secretary
Sacred Heart Catholic Church, Bill D. Moyers said the Pres'.
where Mrs. Whitman was a dent not only wanted passage
member of the congregation of pending legislation which
and Charles was an altar boy, would control the mail order
BOSTON (UPI) — A highway
stood beside Whitman. sale of handguns, but wanted safety offical says nearly
the proposed law strengthened 200,000 alcholics drive cars inAlso with the father were an- to cover rifles and shotguns.
other son, Patrick, 21, and Pat- "The shocking trage d y of 
Massachusetts and they may
rick's wife. A third son, John, Monday's events in Austin is
be causing as many as half of
the state's traffic deaths.18, was reported in Texas. heightened because they were
"I don't know what to say. senseless," Mr. Johnson's state- Bruce Campbell is the exec-
I loved my mother very much," ment said. "While senseless, utive vice president of the
said Patrick. He was on the however, what happened is not Massachusetts Safety Council.
verge of tears. without a lesson; we must press Campbell, said there were in -
urgently for the legislation now dications that o ne-third to one
"I am severely shocked. The pending in Congress to help pre- half' of all Massachusetts auto
boy was an altar boy. In fact, vent the wrong persons from fatalities are caused by alchol.
he was president of the altar obtaining firearms." ics.
OKLAHOMA CITY — (UPI)
— Rep. Adam Clayton Powell,
D-N.Y., said "black power" is
the wave of the future and that
two Negro organizations will
ride the crest of the wave.
Powell told the National As-
sociation of Colored Women's
Clubs, that only the Congress of
Racial Equality (CORE) a a d
the Student Non-violent Coordin-
ating Committee (SNCC) "are
inextricably intertwined .with
the destiny of the black masses.'
Powell also attacked Dem-
ocratic Sen. Mike Monroney of
Oklahoma for backing a propos-
al to divide Powell's House Ed-
ucation and Labor Committee
The Harlem Negro said Mon-
roney "seems more intent on
depriving one black congress-
man of his chairmanship than





JOIN THE FUN AT SOUTHLAND'S SEIthON366
c.i.upten pres.oigen.mgr.
post time 8p.m.o daily double1st fl2nd races o big perfecta
quinelas every race a 11 races nightly except sunday o sorry no minors
5 minutes from memphis o acres of free parking o matinee every sat.
air conditioned level o racing june through october
admission 25 cents a interstate 55 west memphislarkansas
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Did You Know That Bruce Jordon Was The MAN Who
Cleared Up Shelby County Penal Farm Scandal...
Bruce Jordon Was The First CoMmissioner To Hire
Negro Guards. He Removed From The Guards, Pis-
tols & Black Jacks.
WE NEED MEN LIKE
BRUCE JORD0h
VOTE FOR HIM
NO. 7 ON THE BALLOT
KING FAMILY REUNION — The first organized reunion of the King family was
held recently on the lawn of Mrs. Everlena Zing at 1408 S. Lauderdale it. recently,
and members of the family came from as far as Chicago to participate in the
gala affair. Seen here in front of the hostess's home are nearly 164 members of the
family group. Bulletins were seal to members of the family as early as January
of this year announcing plans for the reunion. Mrs. Florine Cox was the chairman





 WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
The Weather Bureau predicts
that August will bring a little
relief to the heat-afflicted east-
ern section of the nation, but
it will be hotter than usual in
the west.
Below-normal temperatures
were forecast by the bureau for
the next 30 days in New Eng-
land, the South Atlantic Coast,
the Ohio Valley, the Great
Lakes Region, and the upper and
middle Mississippi Valleys.
In other areas of the east,
near-normal temperatures were
in prospect, according to the
bureau's 30-clay forecast.
Rainfall was expected to ex-
ceed usual amounts from the
Great Lakes eastward to New
'England and over much of the
;southeast and southwest.,
King Family Reunion Attracts Almost 100
The first family reunion of.
the King family was held re-
cently on the lawn of Mrs.
Everlena Coburn of 1 4 0 8
Lauderdale. Mrs. Coburn is the
daughter of Mrs. Lue Ida King
and the late Mr. Lonnie King.
The gala affair was planned'
by Mrs. Florine Cox, who with
two cousins, Mrs. Betty Dur-
ham and Mrs. Lorine Madlock,
prepared family bulle-
tins, which were sent to rela-
tives as early as January 1966.
Contained in the bulletins
were such information as fu-
ture graduations, birth dates,
new births and members of the
family receiving special
honors.
For the reunion, the lawn
was decorated with red, white
and blue crepe paper, with a
huge American flag placed
there in memory of the late
Jesse King, who died during
World War II.
The menu, prepared by the
food committee, included bar-
becued ribs, shoulders, chick-
en, hot dogs, slaw, potato sal-
ad, spaghetti and beverages of
all kind.
new at your beauty shop from G&W!
Ept6the truly differentpermanent curl relaxer
goes on coolt-stays cool!
Forget hot combs and stinging chemicals. Now from the
laboratories of Gil!ette comes this truly different
curl relaxer. Epic goes on cool—stays cool.
It's so gentle your hairdresser needn't wear gloves—yet
It relaxes even the tightest curls. Color-treated hair?
No.probieml Epic won't revert—in rain or heat.
It lasts and lasts. Actually conditions your hair. Leaves
just enough body for the new smooth hairstyles. Your hairdresser
'mows there's never been anything like Epic. Try it!
YHE EPIC PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS CO., DIVISION 41 1011PIP CHICAGO. LL
Each guest wore a name tag, from New Jersey: Marg-so that he could be easily ident-
ified.
Officers for the family re-
union were Mrs. Florine Cox,;
chairman; Mrs. Betty Durham,
co-chairman; Mrs. Lorine Mad-
lock, secretary; Mrs. Lucille
Williams, food chairman; Mrs.
Imogene Jackson, pub-
licity; Rev. Jimmy L. King,
Sr., transportation; Miss Mil-
dred ,Coburn, pictures; Mrs.
Ida Payne and Mrs. JoAnn
Johnson, entertainment; Mrs.
Susie Walker a n d Mrs. Nita
Pollard, placement: Jerry
Smith, beverage chairman, and
Delores Coburn, news reporter.
Guests included Florine Cox,
and Leon Cox, Chicago;
Barbara Kin, Everlena Coburn,
Delores Coburn, Michael Co-
burn, June Coburn, Ida
Coburn Payne, Pamela Payne,
William Payne, Sr., William
Payne, Jr., Lucille Wil-
liams, Williams Warren; and
aret Stith, Shelia Key, Sidney
Key and James Key.
Also Nita Coburn Pollard,
Robert Pollard, Keith Pollard,
Louis Pollard, Isabel Flagg,
Royal Flagg, Vivian Flagg,
James Kevin Flagg, Mallerine
Thornton, James Thornton, An-
ton Thornton, Georgia Smith,
Doris Durham, Darrell Dur-
ham, Danny Durham, Cynthia
Durham, Renee Watkins, An-
nette Watkins, David Walker,
Susie Walker, James Walker,
William Walker, Sr., and Wil-
liam Walker, Jr.
And Clara Gilchrest, Attie
Jones, Villa Jones, Doris Jones,
Michael Jones, Freddie Jones,
Eris Jones, Rev. Jimmy King,
Sr., Aired M. King, Jimmy "Bar
Kay" King, Jr., Carolyn King,
Lisa King, Lynn King, Janice
King, Ronald King, Amos King,
Sr., Amos King Jr., Raymond
King, Rudolph King, Shirley




John T. Thompson, candidate
for Chancellor, Part II, Chanc-
ery Court, has received the en-
dorsement of the Bar Recom-
mendation Election Committee
and that of the great majority
of the labor unions in the city
through the Memphis AFL-CIO
Labor Council.
He has, for a period of ap-
proximately four months dur-
ing the past year, served as
Special Chancellor in both
Parts II and III of the Chanc-
ery Court.
He opened a law practice in
1925, and was associated with
A. J. Calhoun and Benjamin I.
Matthews. In 1947, he became
a partner in the firm of Mat-
thews, Walsh and Thompson.
The partnership is now known
as Matthews. Thompson, Mat-I
thews and Jones.
Mr. Thompson is a member
of the First Presbyterian
Church, where he has served
as a deacon. He and his wife,
the former Meredith Stephens,
reside at 336 DeLoach. He has
lived in Memphis since 1918
Conn. Mothers Battle
Suburban Only Beach Use
NEW HAVEN — (UPI) —
Three New Haven mothers, ir-
ate because they have been de-
nied admission to suburban
beaches, say they will ask the
courts to strike down ''de facto
segregation" in these areas.
Others were Level! Yancey,
Davie Yancey, Herbert Gilch.
rest, Andrew Gilchrest, Mau-
rice Gilchrest, Gloria Gilchrest
Sandra King. Michael King,
Tony King, Angela King, Vir-
gie King, Lonnie King, Vasel-
ine King and Calvin King, Oak-
land, Tenn.
Also JoAnn Johnson, Lazre-
nce Johnson, Karen Johnson,
Lelia Cox, Cathy Cox, Rickie
Cox, Tomella Brown, Anna
Brown, Virginia Washington,
Oretha Washington, An-
nie Steven, Clarence Davis, A.
W. Washington, Edward Hous-
ton, Lydia Grey, Rodell Diggin
and friend; Dave Cummings.
Rose King, William King, Sr..
William King, Jr., Gay Waller
and James Waller.
And, Pearlie Kent, Roy Kent,
Gladys Waller, Willa Anderson,
Raymond Anderson, Elnora
Pickett, Tissue Yancy and










THE BEST PLACE ON EARTH
TO BUY YOUR CAR
115 South Third St.
Ph 526-8871
' Mrs Sarah Cougen yid she,
Mrs. Ruth Holle, Mrs. Barbara
Lewis and their children were
barred from "residents only"
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• 7 quiet-maker features
• Furniture styled! With
llardwood fronts —
in walnut finish.
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• EDUCATION "Your children are important
to me."
COMMUNITY COOPERATION "You deserve cooperation
from your elected officials ."
• FIRE PROTECTION We need less talk and
more action. "
• TAX DOLLAR PROTECTION "Waste and inefficiency have





T. To be representative of all the people of Memphis and Shelby County.
2. To work in harmony with the other Commissioners to create a greater Memphis
and Shelby County.
3. To put imagination to work to help the people and not to hinder but to lead end
propose imaginative projects, well within our ability to pay.
4. To make Memphis and Shelby County o showplace of the world; To help Memphis
and Shelby County to become even greater, and even though it is the best placein the world to live, to make it even a better place; a place where everyone in
th• world will want to live and work.
5. To advance a program of progress that we can afford, based on efficiency.6. To promote the growth of sports and recreation in Memphis and Shelby County.7. To promote progress by government cooperating with business.
Mr. Hyden attended Bethel College, Graduate of Cumberland University of Law,
Lebanon, Tennessee. Member Memphis & Shelby County Bar Association,
Memphis and Shelby County Citizens Association, Charter Member DemocraticRound Table, Post President Cumberland Presbyterian Men's Fellowship.
VOTE-PROGRESS, EFFICIENCY, St PERFORMANCE
HYDEN FOR COMMISSIONER
•
• le0 11- 111..'. p ••••• z • • $1.- •••••
Paso 10
lewspw 'P.M^ •.- •
DEFENDER SATURDAY, 
AUGUST 6, 1966 ,
MR. AND MRS. OSBORNE MOORE HI
are shown here as they prepare to cut
wedding cake during their reception fol-
olic church. The bride is the former
Annie Pearl Falls.
ELLINGTON SCORES HIT WITH BIG LEAGUERS
Tennessee Major Leaguers Tim McCarver, Dick Sisler and Phil Gagliano
gave Buford Ellington the nod as their choice in the line up of Guberna-
torial candidates.
lowing their wedding at St. Thomas Cath-
Miss
2450 SUMMER at HOLLYWOOD
ci




heater, WSW tires and
other extras! 2465
NO DOWN PAYMENT REQUIRED!
We Trade For Anything of Value
Such As Horses, Cows, Dogs,









MR. AND MR. WILLIE B. KELLEY are
sern here in the Ward Chapel AME
church sanctuary. The bride is the former
Miss Phyllis Lolita Brooks, daughter of
FUN IN THE SUN — Beauteous airline
stewardess Carolyn Brown, when not fly-
, ing the friendly skies for the largest air-
line sem ice in the United States, enjoys
motorQ•cling in Chicago between flights.
Even with the wind playing havoc with
her hair, she knows with minimum care
she will be as sharp as any other stew-
ardes when called for duty, because her
hairdresser has given her the new, rev-
Rev. and Mrs. Phillip Brooks. Officiating
was Rev. C. W. Allen, assisted by Rev.
H. L. McRae, the pastor of Ward Chapel.
Humboltd News
FLOWER GARDENS
In spite of the intense heat.
summer has brought with it
the fragrance of flowers bloom-
ing here and there, sending
cheer around the neighborhood
and adding beauty to each
, dwelling, however small.
There has been much more
interest in making yards
beautiful since the Gloxinia
Garden club started the project
of giving awards to those who
try to keep things clean and
beautiful, and they are hoping
that the spirit will so prevail
that every yard will display
some kind of greenery or grow-
ing flowers.
It is catching. but someone
in the neighborhood has to be-
gin.
for the -mouth—of June the
first prize went to Miss Geneva
Nesbitt on Twelfth Avenue,
with honorable mention going
to the Bennie Mances on Ethe-
ridge and the Grover Duffys
on Ninth Avenue.
WEDDINGS
Mr. and Mrs. Dirrington
Reid have gained something
this year they have not had be-
fore: two sons-in-law.
olutionary Epic cool curl relaxer to keep
her hair manageable at all times. Caro-
lyn, fr,virerlv known as the "Honda Girl"
in Springfield, Mass., before becoming an
airline stewardess agrees the unique Epic
chemical relaxer is proving to be a boon
to women on the go throughout the United




WHERE DOES YOUR NEXT
GOVERNOR STAND ON
TAXES?
BUFORD ELLINGTON: He has said that there will be no state
income tax or hidden payroll tax
during his term as governor. Buford
Ellington kept faith with the people of
Tennessee by not raising taxas during
his past administration.
JOHN JAY HOOKER: No one knows yet ... where he stands.
MOON Theman ofhis word.
VOTE FOR THE MAN OF HIS WORD: BUFORD ELLINGTONPAID FOR BY FRIENDS OF ELLINGTON-JACK H. MORRIS, III, CHAIRMAN.
Both Dorothy and Yvette
Reid, who chose nurse training
for their vocations, have atten-
ded school and found work in
the hospitals in St. Louis. and
beside finding work, they have
found husbands also.
Dorothy is married to Tho-
mas Sharon, the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Stokeley Sharon of Hum-
boldt. The groom is now on
active duty in Vietnam.
Yvette Reid is married to
Leon Scott, the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Webb of St. Louis, who
works in the post-office there
in St. Louis.
Congratulations t o bot h
girls for they are truly fine re-
presentatives of young woman-
hood, and to the young men
who were able to get such good
wives.
Mrs. Ola Mathis, wife of Rev.
J. H. Mathis and newly elected
supervisor of Crockett County,
spent two weeks at the Martin
branch of the University of
Tennessee for a course in Rem-
edial Reading. With that
course completed, she has en-
tered Memphis State university
in Com-
munity and Public Relations a-
long with School supervision
At the close of this course she
will be ready for the new po-
sition as supervisor.
Summer also brings the fel-
lowship of relatives and loved
ones who come for visits. The
Melvin Lowerys had as their
guest his nephew Monty G.
Townsend, and his son Monty.
.F ollowing their depart-
ure came his sisters, Mrs. Hal-
lie Q. Cox of Nashville, and
Mrs. Sallie Lee Vannoy of
Cleveland, Ohio.
The Vances were host and
hostess to W. S. Vance Jr.
from Topeka, Kansas, and
Mrs. Estelle Hornbeak of Mem-
phis.
The Marion Crooms enter-
tained with a luscious dinner,
the Monty .G. Townsends and
Rev. W. S. Vance Jr. all three
of the men were in school to-
gether in their young days. It
was a very happy occasion for
the three to talk over the old
days while Mrs. Croom prepar-
ed and served delicious barbe-
cued ribs, chicken and weiners
with all the trimmings necess-
ary to make a very complete
and delicious meal.
Mrs. Vivian Graves Brooks,
former commerce instructor at
Stigall, and now in the same
department at the Summer
High school in Kansas City,
Kansas, is visiting her family
here on Twelfth Avenue.
The Mack Laceys of Louis-
ville, Ky. paid a visit to the
William F. Laceys here along
with big fat juicy Mack Davis
Jr. whose fat jaws look
quite edible. Clementine Lacey
went back with them for her
vacation.
New York Jobs
$400°- $„2 RS 0 Per Week
Free Room & Board, Expense Adv.
TRAVEL MAIDS INC.
158 BEALE ST. 523-2132
DAY or NIGHT 942-0515
Rev. Roy Lowe
Mt Nebo Baptist Church
Diamphis, Tennessee
V. ROY LOVE SAYS: I StIPPORT
BUFORD ELLINGTON
FOR GOVERNOR
Buford Ellington has said: "There will not be a
state income tax or any increase in the state
sales tax during my administration." He is now
as in the past looking after the unatier taxpayer.
ELLINGTON
MO FOR BY Tit( FRIES/05 OF EttbleGTON—SAC4 it SOWS PH, MAMAS
Paid Proticrl Adyerliyernent ,orw






bemocratic Primary Aug. 4, 1966
"36 Years Experience As A Democrat"
PULL LEVER 202
PAID FOR BY WILLIAM E. FPIEDA.44N1
AMITE
Add on more plus to yew porry
yr* grA5 th• good trite el weirs
thy Slag tiow Stag tastes ese wry
beef should Cry. Ad ernol Thrl's
1•1101 morn 0 •000 wilewskiwg.
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STUDEN'T CENTER SHAPING UP — LeMoyne College's
half-mPhon dollar Student Center, now under construction,
is expected to be completed in February 11967. Photo shows
the 250-seat little theatre taking on shape in the lower sec-
tion of the ultra modern two-story building. Dining areas,
lounges and offices eill be located on the upper level.
OVER SEVENTY MINISTERS
VOLUNTARILY ENDORSE
John Jay Hooker, Jr.
We gladly and voluntarily endorse the candidacy of
John Jay Hooker, Jr., for Governor. We believe he will
bring to Tennessee higher wages, better education, better
living standards for all and will speed the day when every
Tennessean can enjoy dignity and self respect.
Nesbie Atom W. C. Holmes S. C. Richaroson
B. E. Anderson C. H. House I. Rowser
L. H. Aldridge S. T. Hil J. A. Rogers
J. C. Atkins R. C. Jefferson H. P. Sandridge
C. L. Bachus H. H. Jones T. W. Sewell
T. L. Bracken H. 0. Kneeiand M. Sexton
Frank Briscoe William Kyles D. W. .;:mmons
Philip E. Brooks James Lawson Julius Smith
Edward Brown C. A. Lucas Vasco Smith, Sr.
C. D. Coleman G. L Luther H. L Starks
Charles Daniels J. W. Lawrence J. W. Stewart
R. Downey L R. Mack P. T. Stewart
A. Edmondson C. Mims James Sullen
M. L. Easley A. L. McCargo W. A. Suggs
W. M. Fields, Jr. L D. McGhee Elder Thomas
J. H. Gardner E L. McKenny W L. Varnado
F. G. Garret J. L. Nei-fers M. G. F. Veazey
H. A. Grace R. W. Norsworthy Eugene Waller
W. T. Grafton S. A. Owens Dave Washington
Ruben H. Green J. L Payne J. B. Webb
P. G. Hanfral C. S. Parker J. W. West
Louis Harris Miller Peace A. R. Williams
Frank Holmes C. Person T. E. White











Paid for frp Dr. Vasco Smith.









Pro Football • Saturday, August 6, 8:00 P.M.









Timmy grown P•+• Refzleff
Earl Gres 0114 Mellon
Norm Sneed George Terapavic
and Many, Many Others
Memphis Memorial Stadium
SEE THE NFL SPECTACULAR
Exciting Flirwror (he Bra's and Eagi,-,
MACY Channel .5 WHB9 TV Channel 13 WREC TV Channel 3




A. 2, 6104 p.m.--SEARS 
Aug. 4, 4-4.30 p.m.—MGM
BOX OFFICE NOW OPEN
rill Reaerve Seats . . . $4
  BOX OFFICE 
[
STADIUM SOX OFFICE
Ow I a m -4 p rr, Mon Fri. 2 crn.•1 pm. Sal
EIOLDSMITH'S CENTRAL TICKET OFFICE
Ow 10 cm. +0 4 p.m. Mon. through Sat
MAIL ORDERS 
Se,d C 1•tk or MIntry 0,1:ittr poyadf• to
MEMPHIS MEMORIAL STADIUM
Memphis, Timm/ate*




ABC Radio News Commenta-
tor Edward P. Morgan was to-
day named recipient of the Dis-
tinguished Service Award of the
National Association of Colored
Women's Clubs.
The group, which is affiliated
with the National Council of the
United States, and the Interna-
tional Council of Women of the
World, honored the ABC news
personality at a presentation
this evening in Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma.
THE-IMPROVE
LONDON —(UPI) — A num-
ber of British doctors have been
asked by the Health Service to
improve their handwriting be-
cause "some signatures on pre-
scriptions are just squiggles,"
making it easy for forgers to
use their names.
Airman Howard Gets Cash Award
weather service for U S flight
MARYSVILLE, Calif — Air-I activities.
man First Class Anthony E.
Howard, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Warren H. Howard of 5729
Michigan ave., Chgo., has been
given a cash award at Beale
AFB, Calif., for his military
improvement suggestion.
Airman. Howard submitted
the suggestion as part of the
Air Force-wide cost reduction
campaign.
The airman is a weather
equipment repairman in the
Air Weather Service which pro-
vides combat and peacetime
A 1955 graduate of Engle"ood
High School. he attended Ten-
nessee Agricultural and Indus-
trial State University.




(UPI) — Len Southam, 65, a
retired foreman, has returned
to work as a porter because
"I like to smoke and have a pint
of beet." His pension pays $1.37
a week, he said, and "I can't
afford to live on this."
1958 LINCOLN PREMIER 
Good Tires, Factory Airconditioned,













A PICNIC TO SERVE










...it just tastes that way.
NOTICE NEWSBOYS
Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? Y 0 U CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.
YOUR NAME  Mother's came 
Address 
Phone number
Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee




At A Special Low Price
For Fairlane's Sale of the Year
ONLY . . . . 2095
If you want to do elf your ovm shifting, the .opred
for you. Pairlaser's optional 4-epeerl manual 'renown.
lion (available with V•S's) io fully rynchroniaed with
higher numerical ratio In Int gear. Gives few takeoff
kora suinchrog wart. Floor-mounted skit lever lus pnu-
tIn. reverse-gear lockout.
Special with the Smalls= DTA Is sow Spertihilt
Croke-044*de Drive, which mulls hob somood
mod eutome tic thittleg. For areosel per chewing, woe
shirt kver buck to Low (1) and spilt through 2.4
(2) end is loJk an Delve (D). Par hily sosommis
shaftloli, Imply um Lear DrM• and gol
PAIRLANIS IIAIRLANES FAIRLANIS
Finance Plan To Fit Everyone's Pocket
$000
DOWN $59" PER MONTH
A Limit Amount For Special Sale - So . . .
Come out to Herff on Summer today — It will only
take a minute to make your deal!
BETTER BUY AT
HERFF FORD
I6,2450 SUMMER AVE. 4511-1131.4NO TELEVISION






Duel In 2 Events
KINGSTON, Jamaica —(UPI)
— With a record entry of 37
nations and some 1,500 athlets
in the nine sports on the calend-
ar, the 8th British Empire and
Commonwealth Games open of-
ficially on Thursday night, with
first competition on Friday.
Of the 41 members of the
Commonwealth Games Federa-
tion, only Honk Kong, Malawi,
Dominica and Zambia have not
sent competitors. Largest con-
tingent is that from England.
161 men and women, and Aus-
tralia has 131. Canada has 108.
COMPETITORS, coaches and
officials were in general agree-
ment that the Jamaica weather,
consistently in the 90s and with
humidity in the high 80s, will
play an important part in the
final results, probably causing
some major upsets as world-
class athletes find the conditions
too much for them.
As in the Olympics swim-
ing and track and field will be
the headline events. But boxing,
cycling, badminton, f enc in g,
shooting, wrestling and weight-
lifting all were expected to offer
excellent competition and draw
good crowds.
In track it was expected that
the outstanding race would be
the three-mile, where Ron Clark
of Australia and Kipchoge Keino
of Kenya clearly will be shoot-
ing for a new world record.
Clarke also is entered in the
one-mile and six-mile races, try-
ing for a rare triple. Keino,
whose best in the mile is an
impressive 3:52.2, also is in that
race, setting up added rivalry
with Clarke.
ANOTHER STRONG world
record possibility is seen in the
100-yard dash, where Canada's
Harry Jerome appears to be in
top form.
Australia is heavily favored
to take most of the swimming
medals, with some argument
here and there from England.
In weightlifting, Singapore's
Tan qowe Liang, who won the
lightweight gold medal in Loti
and the middleweight gold med-
al in 1962 at Perth, is back for
a try at his third gold. Chua
Phung Kim of Singapore, who
won the bantam gold medal in
'62, will try to make it two
straight. Tan is 33, Chua 27.
CYCLING, always a battle be-
tween England and Australia,
will continue that pattern. Eng-
land took three individual gold
medhls at Perth and Australia
one, but none of the English
winners is back this time. Even
so, England was given an excel-






S;xos to I3—AAA to l)
_sae U .ta.sexiy lusher
THE BUCKNELL ... Soft smooth llama grain calf-
'skin slip-on with smart wing tip styrng.•Black or brown.
SHOES, MIELANINE
LEO
For proper fitting and counseling when you
buy Wright Shoes, See Leo who has been selling
shoes at B.J.R. for over 25 yrs.
99 South Main Street
CHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED
MEMPHIANS IN SUMMER TRAINING
—Master Sergeant Julius F. Kenney, Jr.,
right, of Whitehaven, and Staff Sergeant
Joe W. Ward, right, of 2538 Perry rd.,
are seen here on duty at the 15-day sum-
mer training encampment of the 932 Troop
Carrier Group, an Air Force Reserve unit
located at Scott AFB, UI., and seen here
discussing financial personnel statement
with them is Lt. Col. C. J. Dye, comptrol-
ler director for the unit. Sgt. Kenney is a
public accountant and works for the IC
railroad, while Sgt. Ward is employed
with the U.S. Post Office.
JAYCEE MAN OF YEAR — Charles W.
Westbrook, right, of 1851 Freemont St.,
was honored as the Bluff City Jaycee of
the Year daring an affair held last week,
and here be accepts plaque from Free-
man Lester, resident. A salesman for a
tobacco firm, Mr. Westbrooks has rendered
service to various churches and civic or-
ganizations, and is noted for public speak-
ing. He is a graduate of Morris Brown
college in Atlanta.
'Swami Of Swat' Stargell
United Press International
PITTSBURGH — (UPI) —
He's a soothsayer who wields
a potent bat, a Swami of Swat,
a Nostradamus of the Diamond.
He's Wilver Dornel Stargell.
the left-handed power swinger
of the Pittsburgh Pirates who
blends the occult with baseball
and makes correct predictions.
Before the 1966 season opened,
Willie pasted this prediction in-
side his batting helmet: For
1966 — 35 home runs. 125 RBI's
Mommy and daddy haven't
picked up your copy of the
super-iffic ZOO COLORING BOOK?
Well, what are they waiting for?
They can get it free for the asking
(a; !cr..; z: the supply lasts





Ttomesso rwe.IN• • rm.. omit, 0.51.,••••CI C0.900,,O.
0
and a .325 batting average.
With two full months to go in
the season, Willie has hit 24
homers, driven in 73 runs and
has a batting average of .327.
Willie explains his predictions.
"A player must have a goal
and this is one I set for myself"
he said. "Setting a goal helps
pace me."
Willie nearly achieved his pre-
diction for 1965. When the sea-
son opened he announced he
would hit 30 home runs, drive
in 100 runs and wind up the
campaign with a .300 batting
average. But he failed to prog-
nosticate he would miss action
becuse of an injured knee. He
fell only three short of his home
run prediction, surpassed his
average was 28 points below his







What a taste combination! Your favorite candy
flavors . Vanilla and Chocolate. Your favorite
. . . Gran:1y, Almond;. Blczdcd to-
gether to give you two wonderful flavor sensations
in one piece of candy.
1.11 .... . ......
WOOLWORTH .1 YOUR MONEY'S WORTH MORE AT
WOOLWORTH'S
!3 Piston DrafteesForsake Pro Cage
DETROIT — (UPI) — The
Detroit Pistons said they have
lost three of their draft choices,
including University et Michi-
gan star Oliver Darden.
Darden, Pistons' third choice
in the draft, plans to enter law
school, a team spokesman said.
Their fourth choice, 6-1 Brig-
ham Young guard Jeff Cong-
den, has decided to go with the
amateur Phillips 66 Oilers, the
club said, and Ted Manning, a
6-4 guard from North Carolina,
will be lost to another kind ui
draft — the U.S. Army.
et REV. A. J. CAMPBELL SAYS: I SUPPORT
BUFORD ELLINGTON
FOR GOVERNOR
Buford Ellington has said: "Let's bury the word
and practice of segregation. Let's stay in step
with the times." This can be done with a man of
experience as governor—a man like Ellington.
tist Church ELLINGTON d'beRev. A. I CampbellCumberland St. Bap 
Irxlsou, Tennessee IMS iced
PAID FOR BY THE TRIP.L6 OF ELLINGTON—JACK H MORRIS III, CHAIRMAN
Patronize
TRI-STATE Advertisers
LET'S LOOK AT THE
RECORDS
CAST
YOUR VOTE FOR AND RE-ELECT
A. W. WILLIS
TO THE










If elected, I will work for:
I. A State minimum wage law
2. The repeal of capital punishment
3. Acceleration in up-grading our educational system
4. A full-scale War on -Poverty by State Government







6. An increase in aid to the disabled. Liind, de-
pendent children and elderly
7. Laws to strengthen the rights of the laboring
people
8. Laws outlawing excessive interest charges by
finance companies
9. A fair and equitable tax law
VOTE FOR WILLIS Number 151 on Voting Machine
EASY WAY
STORES
80 N. Main St.
PRICES GOOD THURS., FRI., SAT.-QUANTITIES LIMITED
WE TAKE FOOD STAMPS
FRESH WHOLE
FRYERS29,b.
BEEF ROAST CHUCKROAST POUND 39
TURKEY NECKS LEAN POUND 
19
SPARE RIBS LEANMEATY POUND 39
RIB STEAKS POUND 75'
FRONTIER BACON POUND 59
LARGE EGGS 'B'GRADE
DOZEN 45
DOG FOOD TWINPET 1514 OZ.CAN 5'
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"MISS NEW HARVEST" — Miss Brenda Ivory is shown
as she received her crown as "Miss Harvest" in a con-
test sponsored at the New Harvest Baptist church, aad
placing crown on her head is the pastor, Rev. R. 8.
Pamphlet. Others in photo, from left, are Misses Gloria
Crandberry, first alternate; Louise Partee, second alter-
late; Bobbie Tennial, third alternate, and Mrs. Dorothy




AUSTIN, Tex. — (UPI) — Af Monday, were found in their
pathologist said Tuesday he
found a tumor "the size of a
pecan" in the brain of mass
killer Charles J. Whitman, and
a psychiatrist said Whitman
four months ago threatened to
go on just such a rampage as
the 15-person killing he carried
out Monday.
Justice of the Peace Jerry
Dellana quoted Dr. C. De Che-
nar as saying the tumor, near
the brain stem, could affect
the frontal lobes. The doctor
said it was capable of causing
Whitman intense headaches
"which could have indirectly
caused or contributed to his
a ctions ."
homes in Austin.
More than 30 others were
wounded, five critically.
Healty said after the March
29 meeting, Whitman made an
appointment to come back but
broke it. It was not immediate-
ly known if the psychiatrist no-
tified authorities.
Police Chief R. A. (Bob)'
Miles refused to release full'
contents of the three notes Whit-
man wrote Sunday night and
Monday.
Miles said the list of wounded
had grown to 33, with five of
them in critical condition and
'seven in serious condition.
The psychiatrist, Maurice The crazed ex-Marine. a stu-
Dean Beatty of the University
of Texas Student Health Cen-
ter, said Whitman in a brief
conversation with him March 
ident n architectural engineer-
ing, was finally shot and killed
by police atop the 27-story Uni-
versity of Texas tower.
29 said he was "thinking about -We have been advised by
going up to the tower with a legal counsel not to (release thedeer rifle and start shooting at
people."
Monday, from the, 27-siory
university tower, Whitman kill-
ed 13 people before he himself
was shot by police. The bodies
of his wife and mother, whom
he had apparently killed early
notes)," Miles said. "I can't
say if we ever will "
Miles had said Monday one
of the notes bore the notation:
"3 a.m. Wife and mother dead."
and another said Whitman
hated his father "with a mortal
passion."
IN CHICAGO AND TEXAS
Psychiatrist Links
Two Mass Slayings
ALLENTOWN, Pa. — (UPI) continued, it is possible that if
— The massacre on the Univer-
sity of Texas campus was
"definitely connected" with the
mass murders of eight student
nurses in Chicago last month,
a noted psychiatrist contended.
And, through some strange
quirk in the workings of the
criminally insane mind, more
mass killings can be expected,
according to Dr. Frederick
Wertham, one of the world's
foremost authorities on criminal
violence.
"There'll be some more like
this," the New York psychia-
trist told UPI in a telephone
interview from his farm outside
of Allentown, Pa.
A second expert, however,
maintained it is "conceivable
but very, very unlikely" that
the Chicago murders triggered
the violence in Texas.
Dr. Philip Solomon, chief of
psychiatry services at Boston
City Hospital, continued: "What
triggers people to do this is
their own psychosis, their own
crazy mentality that is suddenly
blown up by whatever it is that
is disturbing them."
Yet, he added, "Someone on
the very edge could be tippedl
by almost anything that might
happen and somehow stir his
psychological impulses."
Saying he was convinced the
slayings in Austin were "defi-
nitely connected with the Chica-
go murders" of eight nurses on-
ly 17 days before, Dr. Wertham
maintained: "When such mur-
ders occur, it very often has an
influence on other susceptible
people to do the same thing."




WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
The Senate Labor Committee
said that it feels it is up to
President Johnson, and not Con-
gress, to determine whether the
airline strike is serious enough
to order mechanics back to
work.
The committee also Ktrefsed
a report to the senate thit a
resolution it approved Monday
contains "entirely permissive"
authority for the President to
halt the strike by executive
edict.
the Chicago multiple slayings
had not occurred, Monday would
have been just another lazy
summer's day on the University
of Texas campus.
downtown and anion ave.
S







sizes 18 to GO and 16%
OFF
to 32%
we still have a wonderful selection of mid.
summer fashions at great saving's ... shop
both stores!
J STOUT SHOPPEDOWNTOWN • 64 S. MAIN • 527-6436
UNION AVE. • 1992 UNION • 274-2065
as:
CITIZENS OF MEMPHIS:'
WHERE DOES YOUR NEXT
GOVERNOR STAND WITH THE
WORKING MAN?
BUFORD ELLINGTON: 90,651 jobs were created through
new industry during Ellington's first
term. Existing industry expanded
and 571 new jndustries were brought
to Tennessee through a concerted
industrial development program.
JOHN JAY HOOKER: Received $20,000 as a lobbyist to
eliminate laundry and service station
employees from ,a minimum wage
law.
ELLINGTON
VOTE FOR THE MAN OF HIS WORD: BUFORD ELLINGTON
PAID FOR BY FRIENDS OF ELLINGTON-JACK H. MORRIS, III, CHAIRMAN.
MEMPHIS LARGEST FOOD SI ORES
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Hal Gerber Strongly Denies Anti-Negro Bias
Classified
Ads
1960 BONNEVILLE Coral Red and
white. Power steering and brakes.
One owner. Call 946-5252 
REAL ESTATE — FOR SALE
BEAUTIFUL QUIET, shady woodlawn
Prettiest ;tone house on street.
4-bedroosis: 2-baths. Beautiful shade
and fruit trees, make park like yard.
f an ced A real bargain, less than
$10.000, note like rent. Close to shop-
ping center. bus and school.
Call W. t . HALEY
Surety Bevil Estate & Issarasca
Ph. 386-318g
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY
DUPLEX GOOD CONDITION. Income
$120.00 per month. Nice lot. L•4011
than $10.000, not* like rent. Real
bargain. Good business proposition.
Make an offer. Cal Mr. W. C. Haley
Surety Real Estate 81 Insurance
Ph. 386-3182
132 TAMPA — ATTRACTIVE Florida
style I bedroom and paneled dela
home. Lots of closets and storage
apace. car-pen and workshop. Naar
So u thside and Longview schools. FHA.
or GI Cell Mrs. Rapp 458-1024
Real Estate X -Change Co.
487 8 Highland 452-3168
WANTED
RETIRED MAN to live in New York
suburb with professional family
Write: 141 W. 11615 St.
Newkork City
e/• Dr. Powell
ARMY DECORATES SAILOR — Hospital
Corpsman First Class John L. Austin,
USN, is shown is he receives the Army
Commendation Medal from Army Major











4c of the People
of Shelby County
Paid for by:
• I. Jos Hanover, Friend
• 2. Memphis State for Cwt.)*
4%. Fred Klyman, Treasurer




General Richard G. Stilwell, commander of
the U. S. Military Assistance Command,
Thailand. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
James Austin, Sr., of 1502 Humber at.
•
SECRETARY
Immediate Opening For Secretary In Engineering
Dept., Good Short Hand and Typing. Salary
Advancement Commensurate With Experience and
Ability—Company Dining Room. Many Benefits,




AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
FEMALE HELP WANTED
2 WAITRESSES OR TRAY CARRIERS




































Winners' lists now available
(Gather up your Lucky Tiger Money. You may have won!)
You may be a winner in the fabulous
Lucky Tiger Money Synwpstakes/
Why wait? Find out now whether you
won a Ford Mustang! An RCA Victor
Color TV Set! A Johnson Outboard
Motor1 Or any one of the thousands
of prizes Esso dealers are giving
away. 11 the number on your Lucky
Tiger Money matches one of the
nurnbors on the Winners' List shown
above you've already won a prize!
(Sorry the Tiger's blocking most of
the numbers—you'll find copies of
the full list at Esso stations). Your
dealer will tell you how to claim your
prize. No purchase necessary—just
a winning number!
Your children may have won a
high-riser bicycle, too! Look for their
names on the Bicycle Bonanza list
So drive in to any participating
Esso station today to check both
lists! And while you're there, why not
try a tankful of new High-energy
Esso Extra gasoline. Melts R your
car's lucky day. too! -Put • niter in
Your Tankel" HAPPY MotorfrNfj
HUMBLE
Oit 4 1.01/16/040 00400.064Y
*114.0111CAS 4.ARAON40 ENIEROV COMPANY
Atty. IIal Gerber, candidate ing white Democrats. This is a
for the chairmanship of the
Shelby County Democratic Ex-
ecutive Committee, re fut ed
charges of anti-Negro bias lev-
elled at him by one of his op-
ponents last week.
Mr. Gerber was particularly
concerned with a st a te ment
credited to Atty. Lewis Talia-
ferro. He said, "I emphatically
deny his charge that I am anti-
Negro. If Mr. Taliaferro had
ever taken the time to become
a member of the Democratic
Committee or attend even one
of its meetings, he would quick-
ly learn that my relationship
with the Negro members, and
through them the Negro com-
munity, has been on the high-
est plane.
He continued with, "Last De-
cember, I did make a public
statement on the makeup of the
Program for Progress Charter
Committee. In so doing, I felt
that I was justified because it
seemed to' me that a coalition
of Negro leaders and Republi-
can leaders had gotten together
to exclude the white Demo-
crats from the Committee. I
would have made the same
charge if any segment of the
Democratic party had done
such a thing, regardless of color
or race. The issue was political
and did not concern race. The
fact that Negroes were involved
was an incidental thing.
"Of course, my statements
have been taken out of context,
which is an old political trick,




depv•••••T 1111.1 OM • 641014666 41000.4144 .640
"In fairness, I fell that you
should let your readers know of
this answer. I assure you and
them that if elected, I intend to
carry on as I have before —
with respect for all of the mem-
bers of the Committee, regard-
less of race, creed or color_ and
to utilize their capabilities to
the maximum".
Mr. Gerber followed his state-
ment with a reference to a pos-
ition attributed to Rev. Alex-
ander Gladney. He said in part,
Reverend Gladney is obviously
confused. It is not Negro repre-
sentation on the committee that
I criticized. It is the fact that
he and his Negro friends played
politics with a civic project by
forming a coalition with Repub-
licans to the exclusion of lead-
TEETHING PAIN




















charge he does not deny."
ion, is entitled to claim major
"His charge that Neg roe s
faithfully 
credit. Neither of us could have
supported the Party, won without the other. The mar-
and were mainly responsible gin of victory was narrow. This
for the victory In 1964, appears
ludicrous. No one group, or fact-
was because thousands of white
people left the Party as a re-
sult of the Civil Rights issue.
Therefore, those of us who re-
main are just' as responsible for
victory as the Negroes.':
The inside story:
All we changed
  were the bottles. 
How come? To match what goes inside.
Still your favorite Hiram Walker's Gin made with imported botarriCars.
Still your favorite Vodka distilled an extra step for extra dryness..
12111111111MINDII IS •N NW. IOU flal MR • ?NU .11-IN PION • ILIN FROM 100iii.11IINEJEtAt SPIRLIS • HIRAI IVAllaR Kaki
Household Tip
Nonstick kitchen utensils, es-
pecially bakeware, should be
oiled before the first use to con-
dition the surface. One method
is to wipe the surface with a
paper towel soaked in salad oil.
• • •
Part of a big family? Put a
clothes hamper in each bed-
room to save that blizzard of







CALL, US BEFORE YOU ARE
EMBARRASSED








ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale




BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • ()'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
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.BUFORD ELLINGTON: Tennessee was one of the first states
to install medical aid for the aged.
The mental health budget was
increased 55%. More and better
services were provided for crippled
children and the mentally retarded.
And, without any tax increase.
Buford Ellington has said: "If I am
elected governor, I will again provide
the necessary increases in funds to
move Tennessee ahead in meeting the
needs of mental health."
JOHN JAY HOOKER: No experience in public and mental
health service.
ELLINGTON Theman ofhis word.
VOTE FOR THE MAN OF HIS WORD: BUFORD ELLINGTON
PAID FOR 81 FRIENDS OF ELLING TON-JACK H. MORRIS, III, CHAIRMAN.4 
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